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Answer
Live close
Quality of courts
given as a gift
Not too many young children
Lovely courts
Better tennis for my wife
tennis focus & facilities
quality of facility
Club was attractive
sunday drop in for a 3:0 player
Ability to find social games
4.5 level tennis
Wife
Having each court somewhat fenced off from other courts was important.ed
weekday organized play; sauna
quality of tennis facilities
more tennis opportunity
Daughter looking for an instructor
Quality of tennis courts
Knew the founders
soft court surface
New club at its founding
very friendly atmosphere
Unlimited Tennis pros
Most friendly members and staff
Intro by Mary Campbell
Quality of tennis
I am a founder
Many players my age & level
community
condition of courts
many options for social games
married a member

Answer
If it were upgraded to a much larger, modern pool.
Bitter nicer Pool i
Not having to supervise my children who are under 14 years old.
Larger pool
I use 3-5 times a year in summer

8. Why did you decide to become a member of MTC? (choose the 3 most important)  - Other 

11. What would cause you to use the pool more often?  - Responses



Would like to see the pool open more months. There have been weekend with very hot 
weather and pool is closed. I think the club has gotten too used to just closing it up and that's 
it until Memorial Day Weekend - you need to change that.
Not a swimmer, but might lounge around, on extreme hot day's!
None.
more modern environment
Better pool area
I would never use it
It's not big enough for lap swimming and my kid are too old for me to hang at the pool.
Nothing.
hot days
Nothing
would need to be much nicer but unlikely to use much
NOthing, not interested in using the MTC pool
Only use when grandchildren visit.

I have a pool so probably would never use the pool unless I wanted to bring my grandkids
We love the pool! Would be nice to have more lounge chairs. Thanks!
Nothing.... I have a poll at home.
Having interested family members wanting to use the pool
nothing
Nothing
If I had more time :)
Nothing
More time.
We have a pool at home.

 Time - when I'm available. 
When pool not crowded with kids
Do not use pool - have a pool at home
events held there
If I had grandchildren, I might bring them.  Am thinking about using it with my adult daughter 
under 26 to hang out this summer also.
We have our own pool.
I never think of it. Forget it's there.
A better pool.
Nothing.
noththing
When grand kids are older.
I wouldn't use the pool
Nothing
More appealing design and surrounding area
Nothing
NOTHING
last time I was in pool, the water was dirty with leaves and old tennis balls in the pool.  The 
bottom of the pool was filthy and the surface had many bugs, pollen, ...
Better connection to rest of club
Nothing. I use the pool at rolling hills
better looking pool grounds
nothing. get rid of it
grandkids in town
We have a pool, so we don't need it
Nothing



no need
I do not enjoy swimming!
Nothing.  I have a pool at home.
If it were a lap pool at least 25 yards long.

 pretty much only come for tennis.
I am under 18 and come for tennis, but go to an outside coach to get the training I need....
Having a hot tub near the pool
Not a swimmer
Nothing.
Broken body parts.
Larger sunbathing area to accommodate children.  More tables and chaise lounges.  
Changing room with day lockers.
More tables, chairs & umbrellas.  Add lounge chairs with arm rests.  Open the back ping 

 pong area for the children so they have a place other than near the adults.
Continue with Adult Swim 10 minutes on the hour.
Swim lessons and kids' (under 6) time
I have a pool at home. So nothing
It is kind of out of sight so out of mind.  I think I just need to think about doing so.
if it was a lap pool that I could swim
Bigger pool. Adult area.  Larger poolside area with BBQ
I have a pool at my home & have never even been in the pool @ MTC.
nothing
Have my won pool...So don't need this one...
If it were larger and conducive to lap swimming
Less children
climate change
If it was heated in winter time.
Nothing
If it wasn't a pool and something more useful
If it had lap lanes and there weren't so many youngsters.
nothing
rebuild to a 25 yard pool
Nothing
If I invited more guests with young children.
Timing -- summer usually means kids in the early afternoon.
More lounge chairs and more privacy.
Nothing.  Just not a fan.
Not much
The pool is fine and I'll. Use it during wRm weather
If there is a hot tub.
Nothing
if it were larger, more inviting.  I really don't know why I don't.  I assume it's heated, at least 
in summer.
Have a home-pool.  Not in need of club pool.
Not much
Having pool towels available

 Nothing
Pool is too small and uninviting
Time + have used pool when grandson is visiting during the summer.
to use as exercise when I have an injury
nothing



I don't believe I will ever use the pool.
If it was a lap pool

If the area were made more aesthetically pleasing it would be a nice place to sit and relax. 
Right now it looks like a pool at a concentration camp with chain link fencing everywhere.
I have a pool at my home.
Nothing, I'm not a swimmer.
Possibly if it were larger.
Nothing
I would use the pool more often if it seemed more accessible (we turned the pool house into 
a fitness room and we put windows in both sides so one could watch tennis on court 1 in one 
direction or look at the pool in the other.  Right now the pool is one the "back forty" and out 
of site, out of mind.
I have no plans to use the pool.
I have a pool
Nothing
I would use the pool at the times when children are not there.
Social activities there
I'm not sure. I am mainly interested in playing tennis.
belong to another club with pool
No interest in the pool.
nothing
It doesn't look to inviting
We have our own pool so wouldn't use much but if it was remodeled and a more vibrant 
social scene with other families, we would use it
I am not a pool person.  I have my own pool and don't use it.
Pool-related organized social activities.
Better pool area. Nicer chairs etc.
Don't like to swim. Maybe pool party?
A larger, warmer pool.
Remind me it's there?
Nothing.  I'm a member of another club with a very nice pool.
I can't think of anything as I have a pool at home.
If it was a nicer area. If there was a hot tub outside.
Only if I had guests with children who were interested.  Or maybe cocktail service!
No interest in the pool.
Now that you bring it to my attention....I will plan to use it more often this summer
Attached or adjacent hot tub.

 Our kids use the pool. 
 Would be more fun for them
 If other kids were using pool

too and there were activities for them to do.
food services
If the weather were hotter or if I could swim.
Nothing
nothing
Nothing
Nothing because we have a pool at home
more comfort, towels large and small, adult only area.
Grandchildren
nothing



Feels very removed from the club.  Pool is a bit dated.  Perhaps make it more visually 
appealing.  Fix up the bathrooms.
if able to do lap swimming
keep it around 85-90 degrees
Fill in my pool
Nothing ,  I have pool at home
nothing
nothing
Nicer area surrounding the pool.
Maybe better dressing rooms

Answer
If it had significantly more modern equipment.
I don't need it... I have a gym where I live
If it was larger. It is very camped in there.
Motivation
I use upstairs foyer for stretching.
it's too small - would not see any way to improve that unless expanded into larger space
Normally just used to warm up!
None.
nothing
None
I would never use it
Not interested.  Belong to fitness club near home.
Expanded equipment and classes
Bigger room with newer equipment.
Nothing
would need to be bigger and nicer with more equipment
Nothing, not interesting in using the MTC fitness room
Expended size and pilates equipment.
motivation
Mainly use it for warm-up, but would lift weights if there was room for a barbell. Assisted pull-
up & dip machine would be great.
New and better equipment weights etc...
Injury and unable to play tennis
different equipment
Classes
It would be nice if it was larger.
Nothing
If I had more time :)
Nothng
A more complete fitness room.  Also not tucked up in a corner of the club.

 Availability ( my time and schedule busy) 
More space ( too clutter with equipment)
No interest in fitness room
More space and better ventilation.  Its like an oven up there.  The equipment is old, but can 
be useful if you know how to improvise with it.
Make it a better equipment room, probably not possible w/the tiny space allocated to it.

13. What would cause you to use the fitness room more often?  - Responses



I would love a bigger fitness room with more equipment located on the ground floor.  I 
currently do my strength and cardio training at another facility.  It would be very helpful to 
have some cardio equipment and a stretching area on the ground floor to warmup and 
cooldown after playing tennis.  Hard to do when its out of the way upstairs.
I belong to a large gym.
I might if someone held a gun on me.
A larger fitness facility with modern equipment.
Nothing.
noththing
Larger, nicer atmosphere, better/ more equipment
Nothing
Better atmosphere/design
Better facility and equipment
I would be thrilled if there were a modestly larger facility with a few basic machines
If the fitness equipment was housed in a larger space with better air circulation that didn't 
feel so cramped and crowded.
NOTHING
larger area with better machines.  Perhaps convert the pool dressing room area into a 
fitness center overlooking court 1. Lazy acres would also be an excellent location for a new 
fitness center.  Our family has decided to also join the JCC in San Rafael because it has a 
much better pool and fitness center.  We are considering leaving MTC.
Better location at lower level and more equipment
Larger, more varied facilities
A new recumbent bike
more space;  stationary bike with toe clips for bike shoes
less crowded area
if I dropped my gym membership
I would LOVE a new treadmill and elliptical
Move the unused machines out of the room
no need I joined Dominican
Would never. We belong to a fitness center.
I belong to 24 hour fitness.
Nothing.
none
Belong to another well equipped gym.
Nothing.
Additional space - it's cramped
Less equipment.  More selective choice of equipment.
Frankly, I preferred the older weight equipment before being replaced.
Instructor led tennis fitness classes.
The fitness area is not even applicable. We need to create some space for stretching and 
cardio. Some space is needed for weights.

If it was better ventilated and in a better location. Also everything is squeezed into a tiny 
space. It is not a very welcoming space to do a workout.  No room for stretching either.
More space
more space
Better equipment. Yoga or similar class room setup
I currently belong to 3 different fitness centers, so I'm not interested in the fitness room @ 
MTC. Maybe an occasional stretch before a match, so to me a clean floor, foam roller & 
fitness ball are nice to have available.



nothing
Closer proximity to my home...
Larger, more machines
More and better equipment in a more spacious room
better equipment
advice regarding what I will accomplish?
Primary drawback is that it is too small. Need a bigger room, weight machines, and more 
upright cycles and better ventilation
In its location getting the afternoon sun during summer the temperature is too high in the 
room.
Nothing
If it was a basic fitness facility versus what it is now
If it were user friendly and not so squishy with unused equipment.  Probably larger work out 
area would improve the usage.  State of the art equipment would be inviting.  You get 
claustrophobia while entertaining the thought of working out in that room.
not so cramped.  Probably still wouldn't use that much not fond of gyms
Not interested; but, additionally fitness facilities are not extensive
The need to work our or rehab a new injury.
Better equipment and more space.
Better equipment.
I plan on using it more for conditioning now that I can't play tennis
If it were larger and had yoga classes.
Bigger space, more varied equipment.
Being younger
better equipment and more space

 Not too hot.
 Not too crowded with all the machines.

 More foam rollers to stretch.
 Nice clean stretch area.

I really hope that there is an area you could stretch.
Larger and better equipped
I tried to use it a few times but the only thing I could figure out was the treadmill.  I tried to 
lower the seat on the bicycle but no one could help me. Otherwise, I would like to use the 
room more often. I need assistance in using the equipment effectively.
Physical therapy requirment.
Not much.  I belong to a fully equipped gym and have a personal trainer.
More equipment and space
If it were larger with glass exposure overlooking tennis court. Pool house conversion would 
be ideal with full glass exposure to court one

If I cancelled my gym membership I would probably use the MTC fitness room more often.
If there was more room to work out.  It's impossible to work out with someone else in there 
without running into them or having to rearrange a bench ect.
I'd appreciate a bike that is ergonomically improved and more ventilation.
nothing
I might use the fitness room if it were a larger room with more equipment.
If it were expanded

The equipment is too crowded together and it is dirty and not up to date. There is no room to 
properly work out because of lack of floor space. It needs to be in a larger area!!!
I belong to the Bay Club which offers a variety of fitness programs not available at MTC.
I have a fitness room and exercise classes where I live



Expanded facilities
Better lay out.
Nothing
If it was located in a pleasant space that is convenient to get to (e.g., the pool room).  See 
my answer above.
better equipment
I would use the fitness room if it was larger and had more equipment.
I have a fitness room
Better equipment, more space.
Loss of membership to another club
I belong to another fitness club
larger and more accessible
Class were offered on how to use equipment or had a coach available
Not sure...am mainly interested in playing tennis.
belong to a gym
More equipment variety and classes.
nothing, I belong to another gym
Bigger space, better ventilation ,
Change location, size and equipment
The fitness room needs a complete overhaul. It is stuffed with dated equipment and one 
cannot use the TRX properly....it also gets very hot in the summer and the AC takes a while 
to kick in. I like to work out and keep fit but ended up getting equipment for a home gym 
because the fitness room is not a pleasant space to work out in
Frankly I come to play tennis.   I really don't think about the fitness room.

 More and better-focused machines.
 Easier clean-up.

Organized groups or classes.
Better location. There needs to be more machines and I propose that they make the entire 
second floor a gym.
Only a larger facility as I belong to other clubs with fabulous fitness facilities and trainers so I 
really don't need it at MTC.

It really needs updated equipment. More space. An elliptical machine and a good stationary 
bike. I use it to warm up, but would use it more if there was room an equipment.
Nothing.  I don't use the fitness room.
Expansion  with  more  up to  date  equipment.
I'm not a fan of exercise equipment but if it were larger and air conditioned, I might use it 
more.
If it was larger and had more equipment, but it is very small.
I am a member of the Bay Club, so better, more varied fitness equipment and a bigger 
space would be great.
No interest.

now that you bring it to my attention...I will try it out and may use it once per week.  ???
Better functioning, up-to-date stationary bicycle and a less cramped area for the machines. 
It's not pleasant to use when occupied by more than one person at a time.
Bigger more stuff
1 pound Dumbbells.
Bigger and better equipment and a personal trainer and some programs...yoga..etc
If there was a leg press machine
Yoga or pilates instruction, actually any instruction at all.
Nothing
Larger facilities and more up to date equipment, especially Precor ellipicals



Nothing - it's pretty pathetic
Instruction, classes, workouts
Nothing, I am a member of MTC for Tennis and want to see it continue to be a tennis club 
not a tennis fitness club
Should be located on the first floor, and be much larger and roomier.  Or perhaps utilize the 
entire second floor for fitness.
Better cardio equipment -- especially better stationary bike
need motivation
I belong to a full gym and have gym equipment at home
Nothing , not  interested
nothing
Lighter room, newer equipment, more spacious, cooler.

 Better equipment. Less cramped space. 
It's not comfortable.
Don't enjoy working out

Answer
The ability to play with others at my level.
COMARADERIE ... tennis events
Great course and People
The membership (meaning the people who are members there)
Tennis focus
Opportunities to play
team play
The camaraderie!
Friendships
Culture.
location
It's availability and the beautiful setting.
tennis and other tennis members
Playing tennis
Friends.
friendly environment
USTA teams
usta teams

 The people who are playing tennis
the soft courts and the court maintenance
Ease of organizing games.
Tennis friends.
social tennis (with friends)
The quantity & quality of tennis players.
Community and quality courts... Love for tennis
players of my level
the people
Quality of courts - consistency of care of the facility, friendly staff and reasonable fees.
social activities
Friends with whom to play tennis
Tennis friends and the beautiful tennis facility.
Visiting with friends
My friends
Availability of tennis courts and partners

15. What is the single most important feature of MTC that keeps you being a member? - Responses



The quality of the tennis courts and the sense of community at the club.
lights
friends
Focus on tennis. Availability of courts. Availability of same-age tennis players. And the food 
is good too.
The lit courts
Being able to find games.
The tennis, my homies, the clubiness.
Tennis
At this point, the friends we have made here.
Friends and tennis activities.
other members
Good facility, cafeteria, parking and lot of tennis anytime of the day.  A well run 
organization.
Large group of tennis players
Being able to play on multiple competitive teams
Member owned and ambiance
Quality of the courts
My wife is a frequent tennis player. I mostly use the hot tub or swing buy for an occasional 
meal.
Ample tennis and great members
The people
Having access to courts without long wait times. Having access to soft courts.
Availability of tennis matches during the day
ability to come back for the summer and have a game made for me.
great tennis courts
Lights and tennis options
Tennis focus
Lots of women at my level
members & clubs tennis focus
quality of tennis courts and all things tennis
you come for the tennis, stay for the friends
The members and facility.
facility upkeep & restaurant
Nice courts and vibrant tennis scene
Friends
The fact that someone puts the four somes together like Jack Anderson.
tennis
Love to play tennis.
The tennis
Ability to get social games and minimal wait time.
Tennis, ease of getting games
Friends
courts, but rarely have anyone to play with as I am under age.
Friends and a high level of tennis players available
Courts are nice.
Quality of the courts. They are fenced off, good surface, free from wind (most of the time), 
and there are a sufficient number of courts,
tennis relationships
tennis



Frequency of competitive playing opportunities facilitated by volunteer coordinators (Jack 
Anderson.)
Great tennis courts and teams.

MTC is primarily an Adult Tennis Club with few large numbers of year round children as 
 compared to other clubs.  

The small pool without lanes and racing teams is a big advantage to keep our club just right.
The community.
Tennis
My friends are at MTC.
Great opportunity to regularly play 3.5/4.0 tennis
I still play tennis.
Tennis teams
Excellent condition of courts & facility. THANK YOU to the wonderful staff @ MTC!!
playing tennis
Founding member ...love everything about it!
availability of quality tennis players
Tennis accessability and friends/comraderie
Great place to play tennis and hang out to support/watch team mates and friends play.
the 3.0 ladies
MTC is spotless!  When something is broken, it is repaired immediately.  Nothing deferred 
here.
great tennis community. Good people. Under Best Tennis Club in Marin it should say 
"Where people come first and tennis second"
Social events.
Friendships
Quality of tennis courts
Close proximity to my house and court availability.
number of tennis members at my level
The wealth of players at 4.0 level  and above
tennis program
Other members, in my demographic, to play tennis with.
Courteous staff, clean facility, good people to play with.
People and the overall tennis environment
My wife, friends at MTC
My husband plays everyday. If he plays, we stays lol
friends
The super friendly and enthusiastic members!!!  Courts are also well maintained.
It's a second home and I love being here.  It is comfortable and an inviting environment.
Access to members for social tennis
The members are great people
The fact that I am physically able to play.
Nice stretching area.
The condition of the courts.
USTA league play and comradery with other members.
My husband. Family membership.
Playing tennis.
Fellow players whom I enjoy; ease of getting a court
people
The people and the social nature of the club
Tennis with good friends



Good pro instructors
Social play and potential of additional lighted courts allowing for more evening play not 
currently available, potential of non USTA fun but competitive tennis
Social tennis with friends.
Tennis. Social atmosphere of club. Great layout for viewing tennis.
People and activities.
Friendly atmosphere and easy to get on courts,
friendships, great facility
The tennis and the friends I've made there.  I can't narrow this to a single feature because 
those two are intertwined.
Lighted courts
My friends that I play tennis with

The tennis courts & facilities are well maintained. The members are active, friendly & social.

Easy availability to get a game. Often times I can drop in and find a game within 30 minutes.
Good tennis with great people.
Thanks to Jack Anderson, I am able to play at the more or less competitive level three times 
weekly.
Friendships.
Quality of tennis
Friends I play with
tennis
Like minded people who enjoy tennis at a club that boasts many nice tennis courts
the variety of people to play with at my level
The large number of tennis players.
USTA
Nice people.
The people
Friends
teams
Social connectedness
Playing tennis with friends. Enjoy the socializing after tennis.
Good group of guys of similar age/ability to play with on nice courts.
social fun tennis
Friends and good competition
The tennis culture, the quality of the courts and the fairly economical membership dues.
Great tennis courts
good courts, good people
A lot of intra-club matches (I'm on the email distribution of several match organizers).
People and staff
USTA membership and ease of access
Tennis
Social scene and organized activities.
Good tennis.
Lots of tennis players
Friends are here and the social atmosphere.
Great members and lots of tennis opportunities.
I enjoy the various teams at MTC.
Favorable  location  and  character  of  the  membership.



Being healthy enough to play tennis and having other members available to organize social 
tennis games on a very regular basis.
Have not been a member long enough to answer this question.
Tennis courts
Competitive teams
the members---the teams
Great tennis courts and the people. (I know that's two reasons!)
The number of tennis players roughly my age and skill level.
Friendly atmosphere
commarardiere (sp?) and like tennis and the guys and women I play with
friends
Tennis playing members and well-kept facilities
Ã ourts and members

 Friendliness of (most) members
Quality of tennis

It is the Social aspects much more than just competitive tennis--think club has gotten way 
too competitive for my tastes, liked it better when USTA did not over run everything..
Friends

 Tennis activities
 Drop in

Teams
An excellent, well managed facility strategically located.
tennis, tennis, tennis
Lighted courts
the people
Friendliness
Tennis, USTA and evening play
Nice club, great location, number of courts, lighted courts.
Tennis court setup,  lots of USTA teams,  number of people at my level to play with socially 
and on teams.    Set up of the clubhouse in relation to the courts.   Makes it fun to watch 
matches
good friends
Tennis
It is a beautiful  club  ,nice people
very social, excellent courts
social tennis
The location and the number of 3.5 senior men to play with.
tennis courts...
Reasonable fees.
Quality tennis players.  Always able to pick up a good game.
Love tennis. Have made friends at club. Feel comfortable there.

Answer
MTC is a Tennis facility and doesn't worry nor spend much money on anything else.
Friendly .... you feel welcome not just a number!
Tennis is Main Priority
Best arrangement of courts with the best weather and location for tennis in Marin.
Intimate and close to my home.
Excellent courts, beautiful grounds
Great facility.
overall, the club layout and facilities are very good.

16. In comparing us to other clubs, please use one descriptive short sentence to summarize why 



N/A
Culture, Energy, Programs.
clean and well organized.
The setting and how well it is kept up.
It offers good tennis and is close to my house.
The members are very nice and the events are fun.
Excellent facilities, programs, and members.
fits my age group
Competitive teams
Lots of tennis and courts and great people who like to have fun.
So much tennis!
MTC is focused on tennis.
Hig level of tennis - lots of courts
Robust tennis program results in variety of players and options.
Best courts,  best people,  the most tennis for my level 4.0 men.... Fire pit,  deck and great 
teams...
Location
Tennis is the main focus
the cafe
MTC is by far the best club for the active player and it has the best Pro's.
Welcoming - personable - well cared for facilities
not sure
Best tennis facility
Tennis friends and the beautiful tennis facility.
Friends and MTC is open to members to socialize.
MTC is about tennis, not swimming, fitness, etc.
MTC differentiates itself from other Marin tennis clubs in its core dedication to tennis, not 
tennis as an afterthought to swimming, socializing or facilities for other sports.
layout and court quality
facility
Focus on tennis and not a lot of young kids running around.
MTC is all about tennis. If you are an adult with grown children, it is nice to be a facility 
without kids and their inherent chaos.  Also to enjoy the firepit and adult activities.
location
It's more like a small college than a state university, and the price is right.
There is a large and active tennis community.
Focus on tennis.
The focus of the club is tennis and not fitness facilities, or swimming programs. I
it's all about tennis

Great tennis program for everybody regardless of age.  Competetive fees and monthly dues.
More tennis
More courts, people are nice, fun social scene
Best design, best layout of tennis courts
Good range of tennis players and activities.
Comraderie among people of all tennis levels.
MTC provides lots of options for both competitive and social tennis.
Focuses on tennis
see above
great environment, friendly people that care about tennis.
Some nice members, convenient access, lighted courts.



Tennis and member focus and continuous improvement
Tennis all day long
intimate connection between courts and clubhouse
best tennis club in marin
Best tennis club in Marin.
MTC is so well maintained~ courts, landscape and clubhouse plus the food service is very 

 good and
well priced.
Lots of people playing tennis all the time
Think it the best facility
I do think we are more focused on tennis
I have been a member for 40 years. To me it's line home. Have many friends at the club. 
And I also use the club to play Mahj Jong with members and guests.
The quality of the courts and the facilities.
12 great courts
Great staff.
Great lighting on courts
Quality, configuration, and number of tennis courts.
great atmosphere for competitive and social tennis
nothing
Quality and quantity of active daytime (retired) tennis-playing members.

Superior court layouts utilizing excellent lighting and number of competitive teams.  Also, 
social events create lasting friendships between members.  Social tennis a big plus.
Again, MTC is primarily an Adult Tennis Club with few large numbers of year round children 
as compared to other clubs.
Members
The members are nice and fun.
It is a true tennis club --not an athletic club,  swim club, family club or social club.
Able to get tennis games during the week
Member ownership
The condition of the courts & facility, & friendliness & hard work of the MTC staff, as 
compared to other tennis clubs are incomparable!
The facilities are kept up and it is affordable.

 Friendliness of members...
 Great pros..

 Great attitude of staff...
Location...
MTC has the best facilities and best programs
The setting, the courts and the people. It is a tennis club and doesn't make airs about being 
something else.
SPIRIT.  People here love tennis: playing and watching.
Cleanliness.
MTC - Home of the highest concentration of tennis nuts.
More social events.
It is a true " tennis first " facility.
Focus on tennis courts, low fees and social scene
The grounds are well kept and staff is engaging on a whole, few exceptions though.  The 
majority of members are welcoming and respectful of one another without regard to playing 
level.  There are always those exceptions you would find at any sports club.
Primarily tennis club with emphysis on adults/older children.
Social and team spirited



tennis program and facilities
More courts, better weather, members whom I know, and proximity to my home in east San 
Rafael.
Fun people devoted to tennis
My only other club was Rolling Hills. At the time, their pros did a lot with social tennis 
programs to introduce players to the game and to each other.
The Social scene at MTC is not ALL ABOUT TENNIS.
location, facilities, employees and players
The members support, care, protect and advance the club.
Best courts, management, ambiance and members.
Nicest people, best facility for tennis.
Facility, location. friends
People enjoy playing tennis.
Club location and court availability.
I have not been a member of any other club so I can't answer this question definitively
Exquisite intimate setting, with exceptional number and quality of (mostly) lighted courts, 
great terrace for socializing.
Convenience of travel (5-6minutes.  Also very well managed and maintained tennis club.  
Many friends.
Pysical plant
more courts, lots of teams with nice people, great little restaurant
MTC is a dedicated tennis club
Tennis is the focus and social is second.
Beautiful setting, good courts(surfaces), lights for evening tennis make this an ideal tennis 
club.

 MTC has more lighted courts and more USTA 
teams
Don't know what other clubs offer but I enjoy the social scene, tennis and general 
camaraderie at MTC
People and activities.
Extremely friendly receptionists who have good information.
MTC is a very congenial place with excellent facilities and lots of tennis at most levels
Same answer as # 15.
Great social scene and competitive tennis
It's mainly a tennis club
Because the club is member owned, everything is done in a way that truly shows how much 
pride of ownership there is. The facility is well taken care of, and there are opportunities to 
make it even better!
Good mix of social scene and tennis.
I checked out several clubs. MTC stands out because the staff was friendly and encouraged 
me to join.
Facilities,several compatible members and outstanding support staff in the office, in the 

 kitchen and on the grounds.
Excellent pros.
I like the atmosphere and friendships.
Best facilities, tennis and instruction.
It is a congenial club comprised of mature adults (as opposed to families with small children) 
who are focused on playing tennis --both social and in leagues--at a facility that possesses a 
large number of courts, many of which are lighted, so pickup and arranged matches can be 
played when one desires.
Everybody is friendly and welcoming.



Friendly, social, and easy access to courts.
women are more friendly
Location
Nice social club and beautiful surroundings
Offers several teams to play on
WELL RUN< EFFICIENT< SOCIALLY GEARED
Social activity in the evenings after work.
See #15
There is a place for everyone here.
good members, inclusive community, available courts, location.
I find it easy to play tennis there any day of the week due to the strong tennis culture.
The great availability of courts and players.
The quality of the courts and the congeniality of the members make this the best club in 
Marin.
More fun activities than other clubs
Number of tennis courts, lighted courts and programs
Excellent facility, nice people
Great reputation, well-deserved, well-maintained, with ample social activities and 
advantages of being member-owned.
There are a lot of people to play with.
Club spirit
Long time friends are here and the activities are better than anywhere else.
Friendly crowd that enjoys tennis
I really enjoy the atmosphere of the club, including the patio with the fire pits, which allows 
me to combine fun tennis with friends and hang out afterwards.
Intmate  atmosphere.
It is a geographically convenient way to play enjoyable competitive tennis on a regular basis 
for a nominal cost.
Many happy social and competitive tennis players.
MTC has a better environment for tennis, usually has open courts, and friendly staff.
Great social scene
We are the best courts, a great social scene, and it's only ten minutes from my house.
It's a beautiful, welcoming tennis "club".

MTC has a great combination of friendliness, competitive tennis and a comfortable facility.
when I moved to Marin, from Chicago, I joined Rolling Hills. There I started a M> W< F 

 noon drop in group...but not well attended.
 But RH is much more than a tennis club.

MTC as I perceived it was "all tennis' and that is what I wanted
friends
MTC has a large and active group of members who are very enthusiastic about playing 
tennis.
Tennis. Tennis. Tennis.

Used to be the social aspect, could drop in on the weekend, hang out and always pick up a 
game..not true anymore..people used to sit around and hang out together regardless of 
USTA rating,  So, if you do play in lots of USTA and are a champion,then of course you 
have lots of play and social life. It was better when USTA did not drive the clubs.
Court availability

 Itis mostly because of the number of members, events
food and being able to see most of the courts being played.
Incomparable facilities in an excellent location.
Tennis



Best courts
wonderful friendly people-no cliques.
Beautiful, well maintained, mostly,adult club. All tennis.
MTC is a Tennis Club with both competitive USTA and club tennis events
It is truly a DEDICATED tennis club.
Come by any weekend afternoon or evening and see all the people playing, socializing and 
watching friends play.
personal and a nice social setting
Great courts and people.

 The location ,  and one very important  thing  , the possibility of 
 Helping. Our selves  with the bar  and  the price for drinks

I like that , no other club has that .  Only Marin tennis club.
MTC is member owned and there are a lot of social events to participate in.  More well 
maintained courts
this is the best club in Marin
Most appealing club in Marin although I think the logo "best club in Marin " in lame.
facility
high quality/well maintained tennis courts
MTC stands apart because it is a club truly focused on tennis with excellent, lighted courts, 
and a social group of members.
MTC has a nice variety of high level friendly members and arranging tennis via email is very 
easy.   Plus staff members like William make it a very welcoming place for members and 
guests.
Friendly. Has family atmosphere. Employees do a great job.

Answer
Pickle ball court maybe.
Replace pool with a clay court
Larger workout facility. More variety of food (or perhaps a changing menu).
More lighted courts
Evening menu with wholesome,nutritious food. Doesn't need to be fancy but need 
something more than swizzles. Perhaps a pot of some soup? Or pre made salads?
I would like to see more choices of dressings available for salads.  Same boring dressing 
goes on everything.
food & beverage
Total menu revamp.. The food is boring and tired.
An upper outside level..
Best overall tennis facility in Marin. No question  about it.
General Store.
Put outside balcony on the second floor overlooking court 2.
I would improve the furniture and make the bar area smaller. Improve the kitchen area
Having all courts with lights.
?
Remodel the clubhouse to make it more open.  Pickle ball.  Evening meals.
expanded dining facilities

 New gym.
Full bar.
Lights on the upper courts
more lighted courts??

 Food that is more in line with what rafael racket club is doing. 
Updated salads

17. If you could add some physical features to the club (think facilities, courts, food and beverage 



Clay court, expanded fitness center, steam room.
Would be nice to have viewing areas between courts 2 & 8, and between courts 2/3 & 5/6. 
Rehab the pro office - looks messy & unkempt. Remove fencing in pool patio area - why is it 
there? It's unsightly and takes up valuable patio space - especially in the summer when 
campers are in attendance.
Lights in upper.... Full bar?   Better wine... Pre-made salads and food to buy after hours... 
Quality food I mean
Courts
Get different, more comfortable furniture (hate what was chosen and feel members should 

 have been given choices first).
Would be nice if all the courts could eventually be resurfaced with the soft composite like 

 the others.
Offer more vegetarian menu items and more variety of specials, etc. Getting old with the 
same old stuff.
more food service
Clay court.  Lights on remaining courts.
A new men's locker room & a fitness center.

 French fry machine
Blender for smoothie
Just maintain the courts at the highest level
A better gym, preferably with a steam room.
larger workout room, French fries with burgers
Better fitness center.  Maybe move tv, computer and desk to fitness room and fitness room 
where they now are.
none
None.
A new gym where the swimming pool lockers are located would be great.  The food is the 
single worst thing at MTC.  The offerings are not good and often don't taste good.  The food 
is old school and often unhealthy.  It doesn't reflect dining trends in the county or even state.  
I only eat MTC food if I'm really hungry or to meet the food minimum.
covered courts.
If there were more deli-style sandwiches, I'd eat there more. (You did say "food and 
beverage.")
A fitness facility would greatly enhance the club.
I don't think any additional physical features are needed.  Possibly totally 
remodeling/reconfiguring the office/club house,but the costs would be too great.
food service (wait staff)
More comfortable seating on court #1
Better food and beverage particularly at night.  Dinner selcetions, more substantial 
appetizers, cocktails.  Better seating/ viewing areas for back courts, lights on back courts, 
update and modernize interior of club-- remove inside tree, open club up by removing / 
reconfiguring office area
Nothing
Remodeled mens locker room with a more luxury feel (stone or modern showers, less 
cramped toilet stalls (with paper covers that actually fit the toilet seats), better counter and 
sinks, providing sun screen in the liquid pumps at the sinks (like almost every other club 
does)
Better exercise facilities.
Better food options for tennis matches
Light the upper courts.



A healthier, more diverse menu including more vegetarian options. An overall cleaner, tidier 
and better maintained facility.
NOTHING I CAN THINK OF
Have the ability for women to plug in as well.
better fitness center, better pool.
Better fitness area, food, lights
More fitness facilities--better venue for fitness
upper deck overlooking court 2;  raise court 2 walkway or get higher chairs so you can see 
court 2/3 while seated (fence currently blocsk view)

 1. better quality food service
 2. better maintained facilities i.e. painting etc

3. bocce ball court
better food
More lit courts
Bacci ball court
Better gym
Doing great the way it is
I think the soft court have not lived up to the cost benefit. The courts have gone flat.
Happy the way things are!
good as is
Better party room so events could all be onsite.

 2nd floor decks overlooking courts 2, 3, 8 and 9
Dinner
Hot tub near the pool
Nothing.
more lights like Court 9
nothing
Better and more viewing structures for tournaments (court 1 viewing is obstructed by fence 
railing)
Better viewing of team matches for Courts 10-12 (add seating behind court one against 
fence);  create viewing area for courts 4-7 (behind Court 6);  increase table usage and 
viewing for team functions by using area between cts. 9-2 (cement area) with additional ice 
tubs.  Install pull down mesh for viewing courts 2-3 in afternoon matches.
Replace all the NEW furniture based on a member furniture survey of style, how used, ease 

 of handling, etc; etc.
Like McDonalds, I would add all day breakfast or at least to 1:00p on weekends.
Stretching area
Better food service.  Better stretching area / workout area.
Upgrade the lighting on the remaining courts; larger work out area; nicer furniture; nicer pool 
deck area.
steam room
Revamped cafe menu.
More variety of healthy lunch items: portobello mushroom sandwich, fish tacos, vege frittata 
are just a few of my favorites!
Food services would be varied.  Too much of the same old same.
bigger and better fitness facilities; More sophisticated ball machines; change back the 
breakfast/lunch schedule
more variety with the food menu. change the salad dressing, different kinds of lettuce.
the food is boring.  Seasoning is equivalent to metamucil



 More lit courts
 More courts lit like court 9

 Better workout facility
 Food for people playing at night (working people)

Better food in general
More courts with lights installed.
The club does not need any essentials. At the margin , upstairs viewing area for big events 
on Court 1, food and bev access up there as well, create a amphitheater experience on 
special occasions.
Upgrade men's lockers, move admin offices upstairs/ clear the lower level to host parties 
etc, renovate entire pool area to provide fitness and other more useful facilities currently 
wasted
I would vary the food menu.  It is old and boring and repetitive specials.  Maybe think about 
a different theme of food each week for specials.  Buy different mixed greens for salads 
instead of that chopped up white pieces of romaine that is currently in use.  Buy different 
grade of beef for hamburgers.  Stop buying Costco bulk frozen

 More shaded viewing areas outside courts 5-7 and 10-12.
 Full bar

Lights on all courts
 Better pool (see earlier comment)

Nicer changing rooms
Bigger and better food service.  The recent trial of food prepared at Dominican was not 
good.

 Bring back vegetable wrap!
A pickle ball court.
Additional plexicushion courts, improved quality lights aka court 9, a new deck overlooking 
courts 2 and 3.
Food always has room for improvement.
The space next to the pool that is fenced off could easily be converted to usable space with 
picnic tables and umbrellas.
Better gym facility.
Patio to view courts 5, 6 & 7 and lights on thowe courts.  Increased floor space in the 
clubhouse
Better workout facility, better lights on courts.

 Complete the 2nd floor balcony over looking court 2.
 

reduce the clutter  in the workout room.
 Stretching space.

More salad variations.
Add upstairs deck facilities to eat and be able to watch the courts
Expresso bar, better food (come on, can't you figure out some different salads.  You all go to 
nice restaurants.) The interior space badly needs reworking. Next time you buy furniture, get 
member input.
Not much
Lighted courts in the back
Lighted back courts, dinner real food and bar service
No suggestions
More lighted courts, improved food service, open bar and lounge area near bar, exercise 

 area in pool building with open glass area viewing court one while exercising
 Monitor showing member photos

Membership directories by gender, rating and age groups



Bring back the comfortable dining chairs.  Maybe a change in food menu once in a while.
Actual gym to work out in.
better equipment in the workout room
Pickleball
Improved food and beverage selections. Evening food service such as the recent tests 
we've run, more swizzle selections, a few cocktail choices.  And most important, gluten free 
beer and GF indicators on the menu items. GF beer should be very straightforward to add. 
Either choose a distributor that offers it, or simply buy some at United Market.
Improved food and beverage; hot fresh meals at night along with cocktails.  Lights on the 
back courts.

Add a viewing area/patio adjacent to courts 5,6,7. Improve the patio areas between courts 8 
& 2 and courts 1 & 10 so that there can be seating and court viewing during matches.
Steam room
Total court lighting.
I'd have the club design a better seating/viewing area at courts 5 & 6. I think it would make 
team members more apt to stay a support league matches. Thus bringing more commradre 
to the teams.
I like the improvements, such as deck and led lights, that we made.
A pool room converted to a fitness facility; a viewing area (and maybe a fire pit) between 
courts 3 and 6; dinner service at night; lighted courts on number 5-7; and an expanded 
clubhouse but removing the central office and moving it to the upstairs.
fitness center
you have it all         Stella Beer
Not certain
Some kind of breakfast food like bagels.

 lights in back court
bbq area
LARGER WORKOUT ROOM< FOUNTAIN<
Bigger fitness equipment and/or fitness classes with instructor.
All courts would be same surface as 1-3, 8-9.
more food choices
1) Better lights, 2) more courts, and 3) larger exercise facility.
I would add the option for healthy, tasty dinners either to eat in or to go. LED lights on all the 
courts.

 Organic food, coffee bar i.e. Cappoxhino , dinner availability ,
Bigger pool, back board.
bring back the backboard!   It's ideal for a 5-10 minute warm-up.
Full bar, better club house layout.
Better fitness facilities, outdoor bar and remodeled area around pool that could encourage 
socialization and gatherings

I would have a permanent hosted tennis program where I could sign up with the club for a 
game on any given day.   I think that it is great we have drop in tennis Sunday but we should 

 have it at least 3 times a week during weekdays.
Lack of such a program makes it hard for lower rung players to get integrated into the club.



 Portable bar when busy
More conventional finger foods, such as popcorn maker, French fries, pizzas cooked in in 

 pizza-cooker.
 Enlarge fitness

 Expand upstairs floor space to create larger, unobstructed social area.
Add viewing decks on the existing arbors: it would be structurally easy and add great space.  
Access through upstairs sliders.
Good food and ability to buy good wine.
Nothing comes to mind
Larger pool.
Expand fitness center and add draft beer to bar.
If the food served was better.
Expand  fitness  facility
Better and more court lights would make evening play enjoyable. Dinner food service would 
be nice.
A more usable fitness area, some fitness classes and massage or sports therapist
Nicer pool area. Much better gym. More food options, cafe open more hours.
A great gym.
I'm happy with everything the way that it is.
More interesting and varied menu, Espresso Machine
pickle ball courts
A few covered courts during the rainy season. In lieu of that, then at least heated blowers to 
dry the courts more quickly after a rain.
Lights on more courts for evening tennis -- especially in the fall when days are warm but sun 

 goes down earlier. 
Breakfast starting at 8. Not 8:30 on weekends.
snack bar at the pool in the summer, expanding the fitness room somehow..but mostly I 
think the physical features are just fine...
Can't think of anything
BETTER coffee, lattes, longer breakfast hours and weekday breakfast items/menu that goes 
until noon.
Expanded bar
More food diversity. More food take-out items
Evening bar and food service.  Upgraded food and beverage selections.

The food DEFINITELY needs to be improved.  A more updated, modern, clean, healthy 
menu would be more appealing.  Love the kitchen guys, but they have NO creativity.  
Perhaps a committee could come up with some new menu items and give them the recipes.
More variety of food.    More lighted courts
????
?
Don't know at this time..
raise the back fence
upgrade the fitness room

 Better workout room.
Nicer pool area.

 Meals for after work players would be my first request. 
More family environment near pool area.

 Would like backboard to be reinstalled.
Menu could be expanded, more salads, more snack foods. Flavored water.

18. What could we do to enhance your membership in terms of non-physical features (think 



Answer
A better staffed cafe with more options for food and beverage (mixed drinks).
In Captaining a team..  A term of 2 years so with co-captains. Give other people a chance to 
be active in the area .
I'm unhappy about opportunities to play mixed.

be more involved in setting up matches/playing partners internally. especially helpful for 
those of us that still work. Linda Gordon did a good job on that last week. need more of it.
junior program could be better
Good question unable to answer at this time!!??..
I like it the way it is
It would be nice to have aerobic classes and more clinics.
Nothing.
Nothing
expanded dinner services
More kids programs.
Not sure
Reinstate Twilight Tennis.  More social leagues less USTA.
less emphasis on USTA
1) Allow USTA matches on weekday mornings. As a stay-at-home parent, I work afternoons, 
nights & weekends. 2) Accept credit cards or PayPal as a form of payment.
More clinical s from the pros... Social mixed nights maybe??
Wine club
more tennis drills in the evenings
Evening tennis clinics, change of food menu.
It's ok as is
I am quite content with what MTC offers - I guess I am getting old
More clinics for higher level players.  I'm amazed at how little interplay there is between the 
tennis pros and any players with a 4.0 or higher USTA rating.

 availability of courts
well run drop in time
Nothing.

The Friday Night live is hokey and people are not grouped properly. Better just to have 
Friday Night Tennis and BBQ. Let people come with their group and stay for BBQ or 
Mexican meal with margaritas (from the special events bartender - he's good).  Sorry, but 
Fred's margs are not.  Again, better food and drink.  Stock Comforts Chinese Chicken Salad
add more Calcutta like tournaments.
The club tourneys are great for meeting new people.
Personally, I think there is a good balance the way it is.
More information on new members.  Right now, I can access their ratings, age. But it would 
be helpful to also be able to access when they are available to play tennis (weekends only, 

 nights only, etc.
I think the attempt to have new members play dates is a good idea.
noththing
More 4.0 clinics
Like it just the way it is
More structured daily social tennis so there would always be somebody to play with...like an 
online sign-up of like-rating tennis players to get games together
Social programs based on activities. Bocci as an example.
Make the weekend social drop in courts challenge courts. Half for 4.0-4.5 players, half for 
3.0-3.5s.  Or maybe mixed doubles...



?
EVERYTHING WORKS FINE
less USTA that congests courts on weekends
Clinics, better mixers, younger members
view my club/cafe charges online
all good; no changes needed or to add
good as is
trivia night
Less usta
Can't think of any
I ask you, where do you think we are at and where as you see are you looking as future 
goals? Based on your answer, i will give you my thoughts. I guess, tell us where we are at 
and then we are better able to tellyou where we want to go.
None
I use the club for tennis and USTA league play.  I do not use it as a social scene.  My social 
life is organized by my wife, who is not a tennis player.
Better food.
not really applicable to me as I am a junior member. MTC is for the social scene and I think 
for that it's a great place.
I think the club does a pretty good job in this area. Nothing additional is necessary.
club doubles tournament
nothing
Greater variety of catered food for USTA home matches.
Status Quo is good
Adult group tennis lessons for 4.0 to 4.5 players.
Hire more competent and friendly staff for the front desk. Be more flexible in letting people 
use the clubs for small get togethers.  It is important to support both formal social programs 
as well as spontaneous member initiated ones.
You are already doing a great job.  Some adult clinics on the weekends would be nice.
Host events like challenger tournaments; nonprofit benefits
Insist that the Tennis Cttee follow their own rules that they spend an enormous amount of 
time developing. In my experience, they are way too quick to "make an exception" if there is 
an issue, especially if the issue involves one or more of the more "popular" club members. 
Yes, they play favorites & they are clearly biased!!
It continues to be the same people who are captains of teams.  And it continues that they 
play their favorite players.  That is one thing that is a constant at this club.
professional coaching assistance to the USTA teams
Better and more varied food. Better wines
The best Friday Night Live was when Rob Lang hosted and encouraged many 4.0 quality 
players to join in
more weekly drop in group clinics that feature a lot of hitting and aerobic workout.
More drop in clinics and tennis events like Calcutta.
Nothing. Love the staff, love our food preparers.
Change food menu significantly and change some of staff to introduce fresh people 
running/working the club
Social scene needs to be better integrated.  I don;t have the answer, but there has to be a 
way the 4.0 and 4.5 better mingle with the lower level players.  Also the pros need to offer 

 clinics that attract members.  Geoff's is low attended, and Devon doesn;t have any.  
Perhaps assign a rep from each level to address integrative social activities
I think the club does a good job...there are a lot of members, hard to fulfill wishes exactly of 
all.



More diversity on all levels -- more families, kids. MTC should be evolving into more than an 
old, mainly white club
Maybe some workouts that use the court but that aren't all about tennis. Like footwork 
excercises.
I think you've got it all covered!
Not much, all is really just excellent

 programs are all good..
utilize the recently installed member web system to create more community by encouraging 

 bios and photos...have committee to take photos do interviews.
 Allow for search by professional and/ or silica label.

ie dentist / bridge  (pun not intended.)..
I wish when we have to have multiple teams... more clear statements either competitive or 

 social. 
Allowed to have 5.0 players to compete women A-1 league.
The social scene seems to work for others, and that is great. I don't have a tennis cohort of 
women. There is a weird competitive atmosphere here that does not work for me on the 
women's side.My husband has his mailing lists,and volunteers who organize matchups. If 
there is something similar for women I'm not aware of it.
I'm happy with my membership
No suggestions.

 Clinics for gender rated groups 
 Teams for everyone

 Organized women's play like Jack/Vic for men
 Organized evening play for women and men

 InterClub Play like Twilight
 Junior Program

 New Member Involevement Program
 Organized play for mixed levels of tennis nonUSTA

 Less emphasis on USTA
 Corporate Memberships

New Member Buddy Program
 Allow senior teams to play matches around 11 am instead of 1pm.

organize mid-week round-robins, more adult drop-in clinics.
more social tournaments, less USTA
A greater emphasis on allowing members to play on teams instead of recruiting from the 
outside.  Currently we have all these rules in place do ensure that but many choose not to 
follow them, and no one polices that.
Love the social activities, want more access to adult clinic schedules. This info does not 
seem to be published anywhere.
Some age-related fee reduction for long-term senior members.
Let 4.5 senior women have a competitive team by allowing more outside members to play 
on our team. So disturbing that we can't get support from the tennis committee when we 
want to be able to play on our courts and be in the running for winning the league. having to 
play on public courts is a bummer!
I think our programs meet members needs.

 Twilight tennis or other inter-club tennis during the summer months
A better and more organized drop in tennis program where players get out of their patterns 
and play with people of similar, but not identical, abilities
allow dues reduction if out of town for more than 6 weeks.

Allow 55+ 4.5 women to recruit more players from other clubs. I prefer to play "on campus".



 Over 65 women  starting USTA matches at 9AM  
NEVER having to play at noon or 1PM or later
More clinics or classes for adults--in the evening or on weekends.
Not Certain
Social tennis, round robins, make Saturday drop in better.
ONLINE ABILITY TO FIND MEMBERS TO PLAY TENNIS WITH THAT DAY
Bring Jo Ashmore back in the evenings.
I'm happy with what you offer :-)
Adult level specific clinics. Hire a full time on staff pro.

Have more family oriented programs and those for kids. Social activities are dominated by 
older members with grown kids )or without kids) and there isn't really a family scene at all
Permanent hosted tennis program run by the club. The

 Happy Hours
 Poker night

 Avoid league play during busiest times
 More winter indoor activities

 Pickle ball or platform tennis [can do this in inclement weather]
 Movie nights

Do nothing to discourage families with children
Dial down the uber competitiveness and be more team inclusive.
Have facilities crew help dry courts when doesn't look like more rain and need to play league 
match
Team captains that allow decent players to play on the team and not just play themselves all 
the time or play their friends.
Add more ops for 3.5 to 4.0 Men's doubles during the daytime.
I'm very disappointed in how the various tennis committees are managed and the people 
who manage them.  Often the people serving on committees are members of other clubs or 
interested participants in tournaments, and have clear conflicts of interest.  Yet, these 
people make many decisions that affect the club, tournaments (seeding, etc.)
It would be nice if the senior men were given higher priority for their social tennis rather than 
requiring them to organize themselves and obtain court times after them women tennis 
players and the pros have had their choice. Currently they must arrive at the club very early 
and take their chances on getting a court.
More younger members!
Cardio tennis
Better food would be a plus, and a bartender for larger gatherings such as the Memorial 
Weekend tournament.
Nothing.
Allow the older population to play at least some of their matches in the morning, rather than 
in the worst heat of the day.

 Theme or Gourmet dinners...with good wines
back gammon tournament...used to have this

Come up with a better way to form USTA teams. We need at least two teams at each level, 
one that is developmental, one that is competitive. The developmental team should be 
headed by a pro who plays the players as evenly as possible, while the other team should be
lead by a member who creates lineups with the most competitive players.
More group lesions

 Pool or poolside games for kids. Eg bean bag tossing games, ping pong. Etc... 
Ping pong space is too isolated from pool area with high fence between.



I would include much more social tennis events and limit the USTA driven activities ..seems 
they take up not only our private courts when there are matches, but the psychology of the 
club has changed..to get to play socially you have to be on USTA teams, and you can only 
play at your level....that is not why I joined a private club.
Can't think of anything

 More open hours for drop in tennis or a program for 
 mixed level players.

 An event mixing 3.0's with up to 4.0's
 There is a social separation between the players levels.

Maybe a social function that would provide interaction not based on tennis and the clicks of 
same level players

Manage the number of teams so league play does not take over the club on so many days.
Like what  we are doing.
More social events
Frekin Friday nights are nice....drop in tennis in the evenings or weekends are nice.
?
I am happy  at this time. The way it is.
I am happy as is.

 Would like more organized programs for 3.0's
 Senior 3.0 team

Linda Gordon has done a great job in encouraging new member play

Answer
I only play on MTC teams.
No outside team play
n/a
MTC teams tend to be extremely cliquey. the same people captain over and over and have 
their favorites. I realize you have implemented the 2 year rule, but frankly I think it needs to 
be a 1 year rule.. You have people who captain for 2 years, playing the same members over 
and over. For this reason I would play on a competing club team.
N/A
None.
I am not strong enough for the club teams
N/A
I love playing out of parks for competitive tennis
To play with friends on a competitive team.
N/A
I don't usually
N/A
n/a
N/A
Because MTC won't allow enough outside players of my level so I play USTA elsewhere and 
I play team tennis elsewhere because my friends are on a different team.
I don't play for teams outside - nor do I play on MTC teams
n/a
I don't
NA
N/A
Do not play outside

21. What reasons do you play for teams outside of MTC, if you do so? - Responses



I play USTA tennis for non-MTC teams because I believe our teams have become too 
cliquey, particularly the mixed doubles teams, which seem predominantly about pairing the 
women up with higher level guys (i.e., 4.5s to play with 3.5s on a 4.0 team) and fellow 
denizens of the fire pit.  We should cap the number of years someone can be a captain also.
NA
People are more friendly
Sometimes captains are not good - they don't create a good team atmosphere. Sometimes 
outside teams do better at this and are more fun.  MTC people can be too intense.  
Everyone wants to win but also have fun and not be judged, etc...
don't
Don't.
The current captains are awful, and the general USTA atmosphere unappealing.  While I 
have not experienced the insults and demeaning behavior that others have, the fact that 
others are treated poorly, and that people stand by and say nothing and do not extend 
warmth, will be the reason I leave MTC.  Too many bad apples and unrestrained egos.
NA
N/A
not
No
I don't but I have considered it since teams fill up so fast and have too many players on 
them!
Meet/play with new people, avoid club/team politics, get more playing time.
I do not.
NA
n/a
to form a more competitive team with other nonmembers
Member of another club
Do not play on teams outside MTC
n/a
dont
N/A
There are always the same captains and they aren't inclusive
Don't
j
I only play on an MTC team
Don't

on a tennis team; thought I find players at MTC to play with, but as junior it's hard, so I might 
cancel membership here to find other juniors and adults who will play with juniors.
I have friends on outside teams and have been on the teams before I joined MTC.
I have not played on teams outside of the MTC.
Some team captains are biased and use their authority to play themselves and others to 
enhance their own agenda (increase their rating, etc.).  Tennis Committee does not monitor 
this area well or at all.  Favoritism should be curtailed.  More team practice competition 
should be REQUIRED
n/a
They are more competitive. And we can play with our friends who are not members of MTC 
but are members of other clubs. So they would not be likely to join MTC.
I stopped doing so two years ago but I had continued with some teams I had historically 
played on.



Because some captains tend to play themselves or 1-2 people in almost every match. Or 
they have a distorted perception of a players skill regardless of how successful they may be 

 in match play. 
 It is worth going outside the club to play more matches. 

Sad, but true.
I don't, and I'm always concerned for the MTC membership when I see this occurring. It is 
clearly on the rise & I can only attribute it to "politics"!!
Because the captains play the same people over and over again.

To be able to play more often - some teams and/or captains have their ideas of lineups and 
partnerships all set in their minds already.  In addition, to be able to play with non-members.
playing twi-light at Marin Yacht Club
I played on an outside combo team when I was a 3.0 because there aren't any male 3.0 
teams.
For opportunities to play more.
Because I want to play in the City with/against a younger demographic.
Matches or public park near my residence
Am playing of W55 outside because there isn't enough room on MTC team, and I was 
recruited from outside.
For variety and to mix it up.  Opportunity to get to play against players that would usually be 
on the same team.
N/A
Other friends that are not MTC members
I don't.
Was originally a member there.
na
Don't

 I also belog to another tennis club.
MTC is not allowed to have outside 5.0 players for highest level of NSM and Marin league.
I've played outside the club, to get more playtime
I dont' now, but I have in the distant past because the cliquishness and competiveness of 
women's teams were unsatisfactory. I had a wonderful experience the year I played on San 
Anselmo's B1 team....a long time ago.
No longer a team player.
Do not play for other teams.
Too many people on a team. Additional teams no longer created in Tim so form additional 
teams.
I donâ  t.
Other clubs play me more often
When not included on a team.
Not applicable.
More opportunity to play; less politics
Always play for MTC.
N/A
Because they are friends from other clubs.
If there are too many people on the MTC team or if I see that I will not get a chance to play 
much on the MTC team
I have been on teams outside of MTC before I joined.  It is a loyalty issue for me to my 
partners and teammates who are not members.
Because MTC restricts use of outside players on our teams. At 4.5 level, it's very difficult to 
field a full team, at times.



Not playing tennis anymore mainly due to age and opponents
Opportunity to play up which is hard at MTC sometimes
To get a chance to play more often.
N/A
live in Mill Valley
N/A
I play in SF as well near my workplace
I don't
I dont
Recruitment and lack of competitive ability if don't have 4.5 singles players
Because at MTC I often do not get to play on the teams, whereas at other clubs I play an 
average amount and get to play in playoffs.
Local neighbor hood tennis a little more fast paced.
Because I like the captains better as some of the other clubs.
The teams play in leagues that MTC doesn't participate in (e. g. Twilight League) and they 
are begging for players

Played for a 4.5 team that needed players more than our club.....better playing opportunities.
do not
I don't play for any teams outside of MTC.
I don't.
I have not done so, but considered because of some captains who mainly play their friends 
and give limited opportunities to others.
dna
N/A
I play mostly on teams outside of MTC as I am given the opportunity to play with a variety of 
players. This is because the same people get played all the time at MTC. There are no 
developmental teams..you get pigeon holed..of course this is women's tennis at any private 
club where the pro does not oversee the leagues.
N/A
To actually get to play!
Do not play outside the club
The 3.0 team is not competitive.  I have not been able to find a consistent partner in the 5 
years I've been a member.  No one will step up to coach the 3.0 team.  We are virtually 
ignored. So disappointing.
I don't play on teams outside the club.
play with other friends or they are more competitive.
I don't play
Organized mixed doubles tennis on Saturday.  Allows me to meet and play with other tennis 
players.
no twilight league and no 3.0teams
Loyalty to teammates who do not belong to MTC. However, tennis committee makes some 
very inconsistent rules regarding that subject.
i don't
Higher level of ladies tennis... Too much drama involving some of the woman at this club.  
Also, MTC rules make it difficult to form a competitive team at a higher level.
Less drama.
Don't

Answer
22. Are you satisfied with the number of teams to play on at MTC? - Comments



More often..  teams are so full and makes it harder for Captains to tell others "you will not 
have a playing time."
9.0 mixed has been unsatsfying as emphasis is playing 5.0&4.0 combos.  Less options for 

 4.5 women. 
Unhappy about current scheme of 9.0 mixed captain getting men to "join" in order to play 
with 4.0 women. Also I'm not supportive of pros playing with 4.0 women.

 in my age group-not many players
in my rating group-not many players
Very often the teams are to large and everyone is unable to play.
Satisfied
Too many teams.
Too many leagues and seasons aren't long enough
I don't play on any teams from MTC
It would be nice if players who are new to the club are personally invited to join teams - as 
well as included in the line-ups
N/a. Don't play on team
I do not participate in USTA teams.
how about MTC inter club teams?

In general, yes. But I'd really like to see the teams filled using a draft instead of letting the A 
team vacuum up all the talent. I think this would broaden their appeal to more members.
I get playing time, however I know other people do not, because there are not enough 
teams.  Difficult to resolve without people volunteering to captain.
But I think there are too many teams.  Maybe the club needs to skip one league?
There are too many USTA teams.
We need to have 2 teams per level with active recruitment of captains
we're only here in the summer and fall.
Too many!
The teams get stale. Need more of a mix to make it interesting.
Not involved
Too many teams
no team for me
The 4.0-4.5 level teams constantly struggle with too many players, which team will be 

 competitive and depending on the captain, what players will get played. 
The women are constantly fighting and backstabbing each other. It's a situation that could be 
avoided with a coached team.
no comment
we need another 55+ team, could be a 3.5b so more of the higher 3.0 players could 
participate. there are a group of 3.5 ladies would do NOT play higher 3.0s or will not play 
some of the 3.5s.
yes
Need for 3.0s who are 55+ to have viable teams to compete with players in our age bracket 
rather than 18+ or 40+.  Also bring back twilight or construct an alternative that could be 
administered through volunteer club members.  Sorely missed!!
Need 55 + for 3.0 USTA
n/a
The number is great...probably too many. Does USTA pay fees to us? But for me to play 
on...No.
Don't care much



Most team plan for playoffs, we need more teams for players who want to compete and play 
 more than once or twice

 

 We need more than USTA teams: Twilight or inter-club teams
Pickleball Teams

I'd like to see a 3.0 mixed combo team. Also, a 3,5 women's team that is not so competitive.
there are too many teams
I'm satisfied with the number of teams to play on, but I think there are too many USTA 
seasons.  However, that's a USTA issue, not an MTC issue.
N/A
For the most part, but there should be at least two teams at a level if there are too many 
people signed up to play.  Mixed doubles is a great example.  We fielded three mixed 
doubles teams at the same level and I think that was positive.
Don't know enough to comment.
More developmental teams would be nice
But, I'd like LED lights on all of them
There are a lot of teams, but no guarantees that I'd be selected to play in matches.
Too many teams occupying too many courts
I don't play USTA any longer.
not sure

There are a lot of teams and a lot of players on those teams at the 3.5 level. There are few 
or no 3.0 teams so they join the 3.5 teams diluting the talent and the opportunity to play.
dna not interested in teams...had a bad experience with a captain who upon arriving for my 
match, out of town, did not want to play me! :-(

I do not play on USTA teams at MTC as it is very disappointing.  I play elsewhere and enjoy 
the team spirit and players.  I can play up improve my skills elsewhere..cannot do this at 
MTC because of the women's politics at Private club..public much more inviting.
N/A
I would like to see more mixed  inter club teams so the members could be more familiar with 
others that are not in their same circle.
There are too many and because team selection is concentrated on a small % of team 
rosters some players get a disproportionately high amount of court time. Also Captains who 
play themselves more than warranted should not be allowed to Captain year after year. The 
Tennis Committee/Board needs to show more resolve about something we all know g 
happens not infrequently.
If you mean league teams I joined one and wasn't given opportunity to play.  I have had to 
set up my own teams socially to play
see above

 needs to be better ladies 4.5+ options
 And that doesn't mean fielding a 4.5+ team with mostly 4.0's 

Need to be better options to recruit outside players to form a competitive team.
Wish 3.0's had more opportunity to play

Answer
would like more playing time within what is noted above.
I have had lots of match play time, but I see others do not. I feel for them.
No longer play comptively
I never get to play more than twice
Satisfied
Some captains play themselves every match.

23. Are you satisfied with the amount you play on teams?  - Comments



Won't sign up for some teams because captain obviously plays their self and friends and 
won't play others ( even those at level)
there seem to be USTA captains that are playing themselves in the majority of the matches 
while there are many others available to play
More time needed
It's been my fault.  I haven't been healthy enough to play.
N/A

As stated above, cliques have been established which are tough to break through and there 
seems to be a certain "cool group" at the 4.0 level that only wants to play within themselves.  
Sometimes MTC feels more like a junior high lunch room than a tennis club of older players.
Captain's choice, so what can I do?
our women's senior teams are forced to play in the afternoon when it is very hot--not 
healthy.  No other clubs do this--all others play @ 10:00 or 11:00
don't play on teams. don't like to "waste time" traveling.
In my experience, the A team is often so big that it's not worth joining, and the B team isn't 
worth joining period. More smaller teams might fix this.
But I do notice the same players are on many teams.  What about limiting the number of 
teams a person could play on during a season?  True, some people would them play 
elsewhere, but if it is a problem with getting to play on teams,maybe this is a solution.
Often, there is only 1 or 2 bloated teams and thus, playing in matches is limited to once or 
twice
would love to play on a team
If I know I'm not going to get a chance to play, I play elsewhere
NA

I want to mix with other players, not the same old ones week after week. they are good but it 
gets old.  When i play with different players i am more on my game. thats what i want!
Not involved
no applicable
Players get typecast as if they never improve and time & time again don't get a chance to 
play frequently or advance from a "B" to "A" team based on perception rather than ability.  
Also, the same captains dominate year after year contributing to the problem.
Now yes --I've had some Captains in the past who never had me play.  That does not 
happen anymore.

You are at the mercy of the captain. There should be a 2 year rule for captain's. 
 (Consecutive). 

It's simply not fair to have the same individuals grab the captain slot then okay themselves 
 15 times in a season and just qualify others with the requisite 2 matches. 

$14 a match, balls, food, etc doesn't seem worth it!
Do not want to continue to repeat myself... but because its the same captains and the same 
people they play.
Because I play elsewhere.
read the captains philosophy and see if you are a fit
I have been played little on USTA teams which is frustrating.

Just losing interest in USTA since teams or geared towards younger age brackets.  Also the 
55+ and 65+ do not allow 3.0s to join which is unfair, since some of us have been stuck at 
3.0 and need an opportunity to play in leagues that are closer to our age other than 18 or 40.
Yes for USTA teams.  No for SNM, ML
Only marked yes as could not put N/A.  Haven't joined any teams yet to say.



n/a
The last severalUSTA teams have been too large to get enough playing time, only one or 
two matches per season.
n/a
Not a member of a team.
The club is very cliquish
But that's not MTC's fault.
Again, don't play on teams
Mike Fass--our team captain---made great efforts to allow all the men on our team to play in 
at least one match.
All teams play the same few players
teams are too big, and there is no ladder or evaluation tool to "prove" yourself a viable team 
member
I am satisfied as a 4.0 but if I move up that will change as team captains attempt to create 
competitive teams by recruiting outside members.  I think putting Devin in charge of the 
current 4.5 team was a good move as he has kept it to members only.
N/A
N/A
Yes and no.  For some teams yes, for others no.
Still too new to comment.
I am aging and younger (60 year olds) don't want to play with me.
Getting to play two times on a team is not enough time for what USTA charges to sign up for 
the team. Having the same captain who only plays certain players every season is not a 
good idea.
see #22
I don't play USTA any longer
I'm only a middling player, so don't get play if there is only an "A" team.  I understand why 
and don't see a solution.
I rarely get put in, even though at practices I am able to beat players who are always in the 
lineup. It doesn't seem to matter.  Others have left MTC because of it. I don't leave, just join 
other teams like Mt. Tam.
I need to participate more.
I'm satisfied on the teams with limited available players but not satisfied with the teams with 
large numbers of available players.
Not sure yet just about to start first USTA season at MTC
Usually!
none ...see above...had a bad experience

 Men's 4.0 roster is huge. Makes for little playing time. 
A less "competitive agenda" team with a goal of playing more and getting more court time 
would be good. However that divides the 4.0 players socially which is a negative.
Don't like USTA
N/A

 There are usually the same 7 or 8 players that are
 in the line-ups.

They seem to have no more wins or losses than if the top players were mixed with the 
 "second string"

I  would take exception if the "better" players consistently won.
See my answer to 22

 Non USTA teams  should play all team members
Captains should ensure this. Not always playing the best with the best ; giving "other" team 
members a chance to play.



The above comment answers this
again, see above
Jennifer Myer was a terific USTA 3.0 captain, gave everyone a chance to play

Answer
Would like to see the fence better maintained. It's rusting out in many places. And would like 
better benches.
It would be nice if the "slick" courts, 10-12 could be made more like courts 1-3 and 8-9

I'd like to see wind screens come up in the winter months especially on courts 1,3,7,8,&9

levy fines against those who leave towels and trash on the court when they are finished. it is 
amazing that the trash containers are within a few feet and the trash is left on or around the 
bench. how do you explain people using towels and leaving them on the court.
Resurfacing courts as per needed basis.
Repair the holes in court 12. During summer keep old water in the coolers on the court and 
club house. Keep the front patio clean.
none
Better viewing on peripheral courts would be nice.
A clay court would be awesome.
Clay court.
Maintenance crew does a great job! So does the office/admin staff. Thank you!
It's too easy to lose a ball over the fence on court 4 to a place where it can't be retrieved. 
Perhaps install a screen a few feet higher.
I have no major objections to the way the courts are cared for -
Fresh water dispenser.
I'd like the Plexicushion surfaces on the upper courts.  I think its more important than new 
lights up there.  I don't believe that if you put new lights up there that more players would 
come out at night, so I think you should concentrate on the best tennis experience you can 
create for the day time.
You better not install that "pickle ball" bullshit.
Plexicushion all the courts.
Can't think of anything.
The water coolers sometimes seem suspicious.
none

 Court fencing needs repainted-- lots of chipping and very dirty.
Shaded covered benches on all courts.  Better, more organized storage for towels, cups, 

 water etc.
Increase overall cleanliness of the club and surroundings
None
Upper courts 4-7 should all be the same high quality as the lower courts
I'd like the courts to all be of the same surface.
Better maintained court squeegees

I would like for all of the courts to be resurfaced with Plexicushion. I would like to see higher 
quality, non plastic benches. I would also like to see a better trash/ recycle option.
NONE
Paint fencing with new black paint, rebuild pool building into a new modern fitness center 
(not remodel with old equipment), remodel mens dressing room but do not give up space for 
unisex bathroom or work area for staff.

 1. painting of fences to improve look
 2. windscreens

 3. newly painted court surfaces
4. upgrade netting as needed

37. What improvement(s), if any, would you most like to see as to the quality of the court surfaces, 



Plexicushion all courts
Some chips on court 2
Looks good right now
I am happy the way it is.
Forget the "soft" courts.  I cannot tell the difference between "hard" and "soft" courts.  They 
feel and play the same.
Better benches that don't sag.
Nothing.
none
none
Add safety padding (i.e. Court 4) to concrete walls along side Courts 1 and 2.  Should also 
consider post padding to low level fence posts separating adjacent courts.
More lighted courts.
Plexi cushion on all courts
Some of the courts currently have holes. They should be fixed. Wind stoppers need to be 
replaced if they look worn.
Lighting improvement.
better drainage
More shade and benches similar to courts #8/9
Gate on court 9 should be repaired so balls do not travel underneath the gate to the grass 
area. etc.
Maybe covered seating areas throughout
Nothing

 During rainy season fold bottom portion of windscreen to allow courts to dry more quickly.
 Think hedge row could be taken out behind courts 5-7.

Some of plants have overgrown in front of terrace hindering view to court 8 and 9.
Prompt repair of "holes" in the courts' surfaces.
More plexicushion courts
More forgiving surfaces
No suggestions.
Paint the posts and gates so they do not appear shabby
none
I think courts are more than adequate. I like the different surfaces, or at least I don't care 
Better viewing areas would be nice, as noted above. Suggestion: I would love to have some 
child sized courts as they do at the Bay Club.
Clean out the spider webs from benches; fences, etc.
the tops of trees trimmed behind courts 8, 3, and 7 so that they aren't so shadowed and dry 
faster when wet.
lights on back courts, replace existing type lights more often.  after replacement those were 
almost as good as the new LED.
Hold these improvements until others are completed
Court 1 really needs repainting, feels slippery and looks faded. Love the logo windscreen on 
1, but windscreens looking shabby elsewhere (11, 12).
I'd like to have court screens that are retractable so that the sun and wind are more effective 
in drying courts during the rainy season.
Fix cracks.
None. I am not in favor of much expenditure. The current courts and buildings are better 
than most and more than adequate!!



The fence posts are an eyesore.  They are shabby and the paint is peeling.  They should be 
repainted or replaced.  There are some cracks on some courts. The benches are a bit 
warped.  There should be other viewing areas-- e.g., between courts 3 and 6.
new ball machine
I do not use the facilities enough to give a justifiable  response
better view ability for Court 9
softer courts would be nice
Eventually would like to see all courts plexicushion.
add more sand in courts 10-12, plexicushion on courts 4-7.

Plexicusion as many courts as possible, it is better for our ability to play tennis in comfort.
Reinstalling the backboard
I'd like all courts serviced same as 1-3

 Consider HarTru courts:  unquestionably easier on joints.
 Paper cups for water.

 Leave yardstick for net height on every court.
 I'm happy with court surface maintenance.

 Gate between # 10 and 11.
Viewing decks created on arbors to view 1,10, 8, 9, 2, & 3 easily.  Will increase viewership.

It would be an improvement to leave the beautiful  MTC existing landscaping alone and not 
reduce at all the trees and foliage and bushes and greenery.  Preserve the visual space and 
greenery because it has a very important role in the beauty and uniqueness of the club!!!
I'd like to see a larger pool. The polished floors are most practical, but they are pretty ugly 
right now. If they could be made to look better that would be nice.
I would like to see the plexicushion installed everywhere and better court separation on 5, 6, 
and 7.
Improve existing court lights, before adding more lite courts.  Get court resurfacing on a 4 
year schedule.
Not sure how but do everything possible in winter to help courts dry more quickly.  Screens 
down for a start....
Get rid of plastic cups on the courts and use paper cups.
Repair cracks that are appearing on some courts, replace the broken plastic scoring posts 
on courts, paint the fences.
I'm happy.
Add ball drops on or near several courts, include recycle and waste containers on all courts. 

 Be sure water coolers are cleaned thoroughly.
Thanks!!
Some of the "new" benches under awnings are sagging badly. They need reinforcement, 
especially on court 8/9. The score boards on each court should be located next to a covered 
bench (court 2 needs this.)
Better water station

 Newer score poles
 More shade

More hooks for bags
More/bigger shade stations
more emphasis on recycling
Filtered water
plexicushion and lights
Lower our monthly dues amount.  No special assessment charge.....
?



need to do better job maintaining the courts
Have the courts swept more often particularly the upper courts. This would not cost much 
but would improve play and be safer.
back courts 4-7 seem slick.  Even if they were not upgraded to plexi-cushion, it would be 
nice to have them resurfaced.

Answer
A club championship.
I have enjoyed the club tournaments Iin the past.  I like the club doubles tournament but 

 haven't seen such in a couple years.
Also, it'd be fun to have more impactful prizes, other than wine or gift certificates to melting 
pot, or other freebies.  They don't have to be expensive but something to be proud of, for 
example a MTC vest, and a ceramic
None.
none
Family tournament with kids in mixed and doubles events.
Nope
Like to see a weekly hit and run clinic on Saturday morning open to all.
No
NA
No comments
Friday night live does not work.  Get tired of Novato tennis people always taking over and 
coming here free.
No. I do not participate in virtually any social programs.
Maybe an at level round robin - everyone plays for 30 minutes and then switches courts.  
Then drinks and something tasty afterwards. Not usual club food.  No swizzles either.
select players by draw, winners go up, losers go down. everyone changes partners. winners
are the top team at the end.
The Social Tennis Committee is doing a great job!
none
No
Yes more with better mix in terms of skill level
no

 one point tournament along with family barbecue...very fun quick event pitting 
 young against old and all sorts of random

 match up...too funny sometime who prevails
 due to the net, a double fault, etc. Lots

of family club fun.
The tennis committee is doing a good job
Live ball events with music, led by a pro
No.
low or no-cost twilight matches with other clubs
too many already
Age combo tournaments i.e., Century (both players age must equal 100);  Bring-a-Ringer 
(mens and womens)
Member Guest tournament
One Friday night a month hold a happy hour.
Nothing. Only because, I' m happy with current events, not that other clubs don' t have 
interesting events.

38. The Social Tennis Committee carries out social events that involve playing tennis in some way. 



Friday Night Live needs restructuring.....it doesn;t work as structured.  I don;t have the 
answer, but needs variety and way to gain participation from whole membership.  It's 
annoying when higher level members are playing along side Friday Night Live lower level 
players and can;t be bothered with this event.  Maybe consider having 4.5 give clinics
Whites and woods tourney
No
No suggestions.
None
When I first joined the club there was a women's round robin for ALL WOMEN. I don't know 
exactly how it worked, but winners moved up and losers moved down, so at the end 
everyone's level was found. Never was repeated. Loved it.
Enjoy and appreciate current social tennis activities.   A good balance is currently 
maintained.
the world team tennis format is a fun way to meet people of different levels and great 
comraderie to watch each match.  i think this and calcutta are best format for social 
tournaments.  calcutta should keep recently added rules, makes it a better experience for 
the money and for the majority of players.
Photos taken at events and displayed on a monitor in clubhouse, posted on website and sent
out in an online news firmat
Perhaps another Pickleball demo.
No.

 Twilight Tennis or some social inter club tennis on summer weeknights.
The social tennis committee seems to have about the right amount of social tennis.
Maybe they could oversee the drop in tennis--someone needs to do so
Happy with current events
Have events by level of play.
Happy Hour
Get rid of that awful Calcutta --- Just kidding!  That is the best "social" tennis event at the 
club. I think what the social committee is doing is great!  Keep up the good work.
Live ball.
No
yes..weekend clinics, multi level round robins run by the tennis pro..
None that I can think of

 Round robin event with the winners splitting up after each (5 game) set.
The points would be for whomever won the most sets.
No they do a great job
The old freakin Friday nights
No
no
Sat. morning drop-in more active. Have Clinic to encourage use

Answer
The dates were bad and I did offer but was told they were filled and had enough.
It takes too much time to play in these events.
Was hurt for the rest of 2015 and have been coaching high school tennis and now moving 
taking up my time.
Schedule conflicted with many of the events.
I will attend more of these in a few years, but I chose to be with my kids instead.
Most involve too many matches in one day.
Too busy - get enough tennis during the day
Current schedule only allows for weekday morning & midday play.

40. If you didn't attend any Social Tennis Committee events in 2015 or 2016, feel free to share why. - 



Would like to see week day events
I play enough with friends during the week
I am mainly a daytime player.
I have no spare time for same
scheduling conflicts
I can't physically play that much, espeially with starts and stops.
Low stamina
Just not really interested in social events.  Have enough socialization outside of MTC
I participated in Beat the Pro, Sadie Hawkins and Team Tennis at the request of others, but 
generally find them pretty gimmicky.  They are nice, however, for meeting new players, 
especially nice people who are at different USTA ratings and on different teams.
I have a family and good friends to play with. No need to use the club as a social gathering 
place. It's for tennis.
Partly because there is so much tennis already.  Ladies league tennis, USTA, foursomes, 
PTM...Not a fan of the Friday night live.
N/A
not interested
Too busy elsewhere
Mostly they didn't fit my schedule. Otherwise low interest in the event

 I participate in selected events, calcutta, grad prix etc.
thats enough for me
Play enough tennis during week.
injury recently and level of play
The events are on the weekend.  The events are stop/stop format and I like to play 
continuously.  I do not like to be opposing a 4.5 player, who wants to crush the ball and me.  
It has happened in the past.
Husband doesn't play. Social life as a couple doesn't revolve around tennis.
When playing I would prefer to play against similar level players and that doesn't happened 
often

 Usually the reasons are:
 1) Don't want to drive in traffic to get there in the evening - especially on a friday night!

2) Family obligations
Level of play is too low.  Matches are too short and  there's too much "down time" between 
matches.
Injured
I just don't feel comfortable playing yet.
It's become fairly cliquish and if you're not in the right group you get poor play.
I'm sure i attended some
Play mostly mornings, therefore not available for evening play as well.
Don't find my social life at MTCF
Haven't been interested enough to splurge on a babysitter.
Level of play is low
Level of play
My husband recently passed away, I don't know many people who attend, I'm pretty old and 
slow. I might attend some event in the future.
I am more interested in playing tennis than in socializing

 I did not attend if there were conflicts
Friday Night LIve evenings are fun if there are enough people of varied levels but not so 
much fun where there are not.
time constraints and conflicted with travel plans
I know so few members presently



N/A
Just not my bag
Family commitments and lack of family presence or any stuff for kids at any events makes 
joining these events difficult
Unfortunately no time I lead a very busy life.   But I like the social events and would attend 
sometimes in the future
Most  events  are  in the  evenings  during  the  week  and  the  traffic sitution  is  deplorable 
-  (I  come  from  San  Francisco)
not interested --
My wife doesn't play tennis.
No time
Unavailable
Schedule doesn't permit.

Answer
Not interested
Not interested.
Felt uncomfortable
Had a conflict on the day of the event.
don't like to drink and drive
Out of town.
It's mostly couples
not interested
not available
Prior year food ran out.
See answer to 40
see above
Friends weren't going
conflict with another event
Just not interested.
would have preferred a more informal function that had broad appeal to members.
No interest
out of area
Usually out of town
not for my age
Friends not there
out of town
Don't like parties
Was not a member at the time
out of town
very busy time of year; other priorities
not interested
Most venues have dance floor way too small.
out of town
Out of town
Wasn't a member.
haven't had a good time in past
Had other plans.
Didn't care to come.
No interest
not interested

42. If you did not attend the 2015 Holiday Party, why not? (Select all that apply) - Other responses



I do not rely on MTC for social life
partner not a member
Conflict
not a big party person
I  do  not  recall
Wife not interested
was not yet a member
Hubby doesn't drink!
Not my wife's cup of tea.
Out of town
rather it be at the club...
Usually out of town
uncomfortable going alone
Not my thing
family conflict out of town
music not that great
Not interested
not interested
not interested.
other
Was not a member at the time.

Answer
Should be at the club house
These are just my preferences.
Did not attend - have no recommendations
Need good, plentiful food. With good Dancing music.
It would be nice to work to get a broader cross-section of members at the party.  I only went 
in 2014, but it seemed to predominantly be older members who wanted to get sauced.  It 
was raucous without being any fun.

I dont mind paying more for great food.  Seemed like alot for what was offered.  I don't care 
about a band or DJ.  Actually, we went out with four other MTC couples to Left Bank instead.
Holiday party could be an informal afternoon cocktail party.  I would guess it would be well-

 attended, and the present party is not well-attended.  
I would also positively eliminate reserving tables at social events.
Even a January party since the holiday season can be so crazy.
Reserved seating makes a better event. Better food.
Again dance floor too small.  At Jason's two years ago felt banquet room took too much 
room, some of the tables and bar could have been in there and expanded the dancefloor.
Can't comment, didn't come
NOTHing.  I still would not attend.
The reserved table system is rude to others
The band was great.
N/A
The band was great.  Will be a lot better if on a Saturday night.
Don't really care about the holiday party.
Make it a break even event.

Very hard to attend all holiday parties.   We just had conflicts and because at this point my 
wife doesn't know many people at the club chose to go to other events the same night

44. What would you have changed about the holiday party? (Select all that apply) - Comments



We could not stay as long as we wanted because we had to work the next day and get up 
VERY early. Need to have it on a Sat. night.
at the club house, cocktails only..
N/A
The band was poor

Answer
None
did not attend any
None yet

 Casino Royale was lots of fun.  Would like to see this again. 
Liked the idea of the ping pong tournament, but it conflicted with other obligations.
I think they do a good job with the events.
NONE
None.
I think these events would work out better if the Clubhouse wasn't divided into so many 
areas.  Not good flow.
prefer tennis events
I don't think I would do it again.
Our weekends are busy with kid activities
This is tennis club and not a golf club
I think the casino event a few years back was fun.
Don't play golf, don't gamble, don't play ping pong, and don't understand appeal of cinqo de 
mayo.
None
I would have liked to attend the others but was out of town.
N/A
Have not attended most because of conflicts.  Disappointed that the golf tourney was 
cancelled.  Maybe we should schedule a two person team Tennis and Golf event (where you 
do both in a day, followed by some good partying at the club).  That might bring out more 
people
None
Most have been enjoyable
All were fun! Didn't like getting my butt kicked in ping pong by Ted Smith though.
The social events seem a little strange when there are so many people there for evening 
tennis that are uninvolved with the social event but monopolizing all the facilities.
none
Very successful & enjoyed tremendously!  A more unique event than most and it isn't so 
focused on alcohol, as many events are.  I believe that our club takes a huge risk with all of 
the events where service of alcohol seems to be uncontrolled.
shouldn't the entertainment and social committee work together??
Did not attend any

Answer
none
None
None.
Clinics/camps in California
clinics/play in Indian Wells
none
None of the above.

45. The Entertainment Committee hosts other non-tennis related events. Which of these other social 

46. Would you be interested in attending any of the following events? (Select all that apply) - Other 



inter-club matches in Hawaii --can help you arrange that
Revive the Backgammon tournament!
bocce ball
Why not week of clinics and play here
Clinics at home by rating level
Tennis and Golf event
novelty tennis with wide range of players
None of the above

Answer
A bartender available during many hours. Specialty mixed drinks. A better way to enter and 
track my usage through a POS system.
Varied or changing menu from time to time.
Pot of soup for evening players so we can have a wholesome (not salami, and a bit more 
rounded than veggies with hummus), snack for post play.
More choice of salad dressings -- same old boring dressing with everything makes 

 everything taste the same.
More interesting salads.

 a great breakfast-variety, choices
lunch-burgers, etc.
I would like for there to be some wraps.. A number of wraps on the menu (Chinese chicken 
wrap, Caesar salad wrap, southwest wrap) would be very welcome. The food is boring and I 
am sick of it.
High quality coffee.
Little more variety in the lunches.
none
I like it the way it is
drink packages for USTA teams, better grab n go offerings
Food choices that are not dated, healthier ingredients , the food is bland
Ability to reserve dinners.
more options for vegetarians, more options in general, better variety, breakfast during the 
week, espresso drinks offered
None
more food, more staffing
A seasonal menu.  Some changes!!!

 French fry deep fryer
Blender to make smoothie and or Juicer
Nothing. It's great as it is.
Bar service is fine.  Maybe high quality margaritas and mexican food a few nights a month.  
Happy hour?  Really just better food. Its so bad.  Only good thing is breakfast but I rarely 
come to eat breakfast at the club
expanded menu. Mauricio can do some wonderful dishes but doesn't as he says they would 
cost more than some of the present dishes.
Maybe apply food minimum to alcohol...?
More salads - a cobb salad, a chinese chicken salad, a kale and quinoa salad, or any 
number of salads that you can find at other clubs like RRC or MVTC or HP.
wait service

49. What new features would you like to see become part of the café and bar service? - Responses



 Food options every night of the week.
Cocktail options and better beer/ wine selection, including GF beer.  Rotating selections of 

 wine-- bored with having the same thing over and over.
Wider variety of lunch specials-- tend to repeat the same specials.  More vegetarian options
pre-made self-serve options for food and drink
BBQ meals on the weekend.
Healthy and vegetarian options. Green drinks. Salads with a greater  variety of lettuces.
Better food and healthy options

healthier food options i.e. gluten free, grass fed beef and more interesting salad options.
More variety in menu
???
Smaller portions and prices for some lunch selections.  Some of us are trying eat less, but 
there are very few options at lunch to do that.  Offer more soups than gazpacho during the 
summer.
The food service at MTC is very good. The staff is excellent, food wonderful, and the menu 
is very good. Personally, I don't think the cafe and bar service gets enough credit.
My understanding is that we have a liquor license.  If so, perhaps premixed drinks could be 
offered not requiring the services of a bartender.  Premixed marguerites is an example that 
can be bought at both Costco and Beverages & More.
Better wine selection.
The current food service that we tried served dry and small portions of food. We need to find 
an outfit that provides appetizing food that look and taste good!
A new menu.
More variety of food
Better wine. More snack foods.
egg sandwiches and such during early league match play season!

 better beer and wine choices
 food at night

change up the daytime menu
Appetizers served Monday evening for the bridge players.
Maybe on weekends, access to cocktails in late afternoon, on days not associated with 
special events.
Offering dinner choices during the week.  Reason folks bring their own food after night 
tennis is that's only option available
More options on the dinner menu.  Perhaps be able to order in advance.
a more expansive menu.
Happy Hour
No suggestions.
More salad selections
Espresso bar, Healthy Smoothies (if practical), gluten free options
WE think the current service and menu selections to be ideal ...as is!
A changing menu.  The daily menu hasn't changed in the 4 years I've been at the club!  I, 
and many others, are VERY tired of the current food offered.
dinner seems a no brainer.  bar service for mixed drinks/spirits would be great.  discount for 
wine and beer for club matches (usta, marin league, etc.) would encourage more people to 
buy alcohol for these growing events and would increase revenue in a positive way (versus 
corkage, etc.)
Open Bar in evenings and weekends with free appetizers prepared in our kitchen - not 
Costco



Gluten free designations need to be added to the menu items.  Gluten free beer needs to be 
available.  It would be nice to continue the enhanced evening service with dinner options, 
and it would be nice to add a few cocktail choices and more swizzle choices.
Hot casual meals / snacks prepared on site.  Bartender / cook on site with hot freshly 
prepared food and cocktails.

Food items available during the afternoon, like small premade salads or snacks. I would like 
there to be gluten-free options, like rice crackers for the tuna platter and cheese plate.

# 48. Experimental dinner menu was largely sold out and there was an inability to reserve.
More variety.

 Dinners --at least several nights a week
 Smoothies

 A better wine selection
A more varied lunch menu; the food selection is dull, repetitive and pretty ordinary
Stella Beer
Something gluten and dairy free might be nice, including GF beer like Omission IPA.
see menus at rafael racquet - luv chicken ceasar sandwich
Changing the menu options every year as it gets tiring to have the same thing available in 
the evenings on the swizzle menu
Organic food , expresso machine
The cafe should feature take out food.   I think a lot of people would like the convenience of 
being able to play and then not have to go home and make a meal.

 Better finger foods, such as pizza, French fries, and popcorn.
 Mixed drinks available more often.

 Portable bar on hot, busy days.
 Eggs later into day.

 Sorbet served (easy and good from Safeway)
More variety of side-salads
A better selection and easier access to ice cream!  The large ice cream sandwiches were 
nice but not the tiny ones. Not worth the money and not enough ice cream in the smaller 

 ones. 
Better wines -- some nicer ones have been added I see and that is nice.
We need good draft beer... Marin Brewing, Moylands or Iron Springs. Love IPA.
It would be nice to be able to eat dinner there at times.
A trained bartender for Friday Night Live, tournaments, etc.
A more varied and interesting menu.
more veg selections for those who do not eat meat other than pasta, some of use do not eat 
carbs..
can't think of any

 Breakfast everyday
 Return of the breakfast muffin (eggs,bacon, cheese)

 all week until noon
 Much higher quality of coffee.

lattes
Full bar - more and upgraded BBQs

Upgraded selections of grab and go options, especially when cafe is closed.  Grab and go 
items: wraps, salads, yogurt parfaits, better health bars, hard cooked eggs, premium 
cheeses and crackers. Night time bar food to include homemade fresh options NOT Costco 
frozen packaged food.  Would like to see salads,chili or soups, quesadilla, sliders
Updated, fresh new menu.

more variety.   more healthy options,  e.g.  better bread, yogurt and bagels would be easy.



?
Happy Hour
Jose and Mauricio are doing an excellent job.  If it ain't broke, don't fix it!

 I would like to see breakfast served 7 days a week.
 Also more diverssified chef specials.  The current menu is a bit too repetitive.

I am concerned about the increased bar scene at MTC especially if it could result in 
member's having liability for any accidents/injuries caused as a result of drinking and driving 
and/or in the pool.
Dinner options throughout the work week.
Thought the dinner was not very good.  Would like more snack food for after eve. tennis. 
Cheese, bagette, small plates that go with wine.

Answer
Well designed. Functional. And it seems expandable.
I like it when I'm away and unable to play any tennis events it is fun to see the video on 
court 1
Easy to use
Team sign ups.
Able to see condition of courts in the winter.
more informative
Seeing what can be signed up for at time (teams, events) and who else has signed up.
Good starting point.
I do. Ot
I'm able to view a team roster.
can sign up for teams and view rosters
The signup feature and team information.
In #56, I actually don't think any of those things are necessary except to check on my cafe 
expenses for errors.
No comment
NA
Webcam on court 1, especially during rainy season
I need to learn more about it.  I don't use it as much as I should.
I hardly ever use it.
Signing up for teams and checking rosters
web cam to check on how wet courts are.
Nice-looking and functional.
Nothing in question #56 appeals to me, FYI.   The website looks very sharp.
being able to check to see if courts are wet.
Easy to use and navigate.
The ability to sign up for teams on line
webcam is very useful for potential rain
Big improvement over outdated one
user directory and ratings of players
Can find what you need but takes some effort
Love the new site!!  Lots of great stuff.
easy to use and functional
online enrollment, webcam
web cam and team sign up
Have not gotten used to it yet
Online signups with real time update of rosters.
It is very comprehensive.

57. Please comment on what you like most about the MTC website.  - Responses



New design is better to sign up for teams.
Team sign ups; viewing rosters, overall checking on club activity

 easier to get info for usta signups
easier to search club members by age,USTA rating, and get contact info
The photos.
It works
Improvement over what formerly existed.

 It is convenient to register for teams and events.
Also to order food for team events.
webcam
Privacy with logons.
Simple, easy to use.
The WebCam is the most important thing for me. I wish there were more web cams 
available
Well designed, nice looking.
The webcam
easier and clearer real time signups.  simple navigation.
Appearance, existence and positive ongoing attitude about improvements/access and 

 member education about usage
 Webcam

 Search member directory 
Online sign ups
Easy to access and provides all the info I need.
Being able to sign for teams online and viewing rosters as I sign up
Ability to see up to date team rosters, look up members in the directory.
Ease of use.
Limited use to date. Very effective tool.

Easy to navigate.  It contains other members contact information.  Helpful marketing tool
directory
Ability to view the roster before signing up.
Haven't used enough to make intelligent comment.
More useful information (especially the member directory)
Team sign-up, rosters.
I haven't used it because when I signed up it would not accept the password I had chosen 
even though it was fine to begin with. For some reason I don't think it likes my browser 

 (Chrome). I have to get Chris to sign me up for teams.
And I am computer literate.
I use the webcam most to see if the courts are playable during rainy season. Occasionally I 
sign up for events and teams there.
Easy to use
Easy to navigate and to sign up for teams and / or events.
Ease
Lots of great information in one place.
It's good for USTA team info
It's very user friendly and provides a lot of great features.  I expect to use it more in the 
future as I have more time for tennis.
don't care too much..although it is nice to have..
Haven't used it yet
web cam
directory
?



Fun tennis games

Answer
I'm pretty satisfied after figuring out the new sign in.
n/a
I hate all of It
nothing
Limited view of the webcam.
For some reason, even if I say remember me, I have to put in my e-mail and password each 
time on my PC. Why doesn't that work?
No comment
Another website.
It is not necessary, just stressful
don't use it much
Password.  Why not let people use their member number for their password?
navigation is not very intuitive
Needs better functionality, looks pretty basic and awkward layout
nothing
hard to find logoff-  move to front page!
Looks good
Inability to set up email groups or make other members favorites you can email
Nothing.
the online order for food platters is welcome however the ordering is format is clunky
The fact that the member's age is posted.
The new logo
For some reason, I can only access from my home computer.  It tells me wrong password 
when trying from my smartphone.
navigation
None to give.
You can't search for members by first name.  THIS IS IMPORTANT.
Cannot create and email list to set up games, right now you have to go one by one and copy 

 and paste to create a directory to find social tennis games
Better system for finding both members at one address
Can't always tell if courts are wet.
Calendar not up to date so basically useless.
No negatives.

The password security was too complicated.  I gave up and reverted to my issued password
would like to see courts 8-9-10 on webcam
See #57.
Would like to see billing info on line
No strong opinions
Can't say, haven't really used it since Chris is so good about emailing all the upcoming 
events, etc. Thanks Chris!
Depending on the screen, it asks you to sign in when you are already signed in or 
conversely, member login doesn't disappear after logging in.
Would be nice if b more member profiles included photos
the level of security for passwords
Can't think of anything.
?
Have not used it yet

58. Please comment on what you like least about the MTC website.  - Responses



 It doesn't hold the log-in info.
 Frustrating

It should not give the age of the members as public information. It should only be privately 
accessed if there is a question regarding a USTA event.
Please do not get rid of the paper directory
/
there was no link to the survey
Not being able to get a game

Answer
None
nothing
Web-based court sign ups.

 More webcams showing courts. 
Online court reservation.
None
Home page of site pretty busy looking
It would be interesting to be able to reserve the two reservable  courts per MTC guidelines at 
specific times.
On rainy days, having an office member update the status of the weather like; :currently its 
raining, no members are playing at this time" or something like that so that there's no doubt 
whether to waste your time coming to the club if its pouring rain (but not raining yet in your 
area)
Court reservations and scheduling
cant think of any
security cameras
Email groups
Nothing.
I like the idea of seeing the court sign up sheet on line
Can I see my current fees and charges there?
No suggestions
Ability to pay bill on line

 see earlier comment re bio and photos...
 provide easy search for those on file...

 allow for professional and social label and search.
 ie ...contractor  -   golf
Social network, bulletin board, something real time

 Creating email directories by rating, gender and age
Photos of members at events/matches
See #58.  Ability to get current time availability and to understand where / when team 
matches are scheduled to play.
None.
Sign in sheets on an IPad or similar device that could record court usage and also could be 
viewed remotely to see what courts are being used

 Pictures in the printed directory
 Expand the slide-show to the large TV when it's not being used for TV

BETTER PROMOTION of events, larger signage with attention-attracting lights
Can't think of anything right now.
more webcams besides court 1
Do not have any suggestions

59. Please identify any new website or non-website technology features you would like to see the 



Automate the sign up sheet with embedded rules about amount of time and a digital display.
>\?
being able to reserve court online

Answer
Because MTC is a private club, some members have the juvenile attitude that they can just 
treat it like a pig pen at times. I have never experienced this at a private club before. Where 
is their pride? I have taken pictures of courts and sent them to the GM.

I do think it's unfortunate that we seem to be losing some decent member / players. I would 
suggest implementing an "exit chat" maybe with the departing member and someone from 
the board to find out what might have allowed the club to retain these members that are 

 leaving. 
I also find the defection to other teams, from MTC members, to be disappointing.. There has 
been a divide in some of the women's tennis community at the club because certain players 
feel they are "too good" to play on the MTC teams (which usually show themselves to be 
quite competitive).. It is not good for the community culture of the club with this sort of 
attitude. Yes - everyone has free choice where and what team to play, but it's hard to want 
to be part of a club with certain players not playing for club teams in USTA.
Job well done. All the best.
I disagree with some of the club improvements that have been made. The furniture in the 
club house is a disgrace and very uncomfortable. There seems to be less room available 
than there ever was. The borrowing of the money is a concern. Is this a tennis club or a 
money making company?....
Don't spend money unless something is broken.  We don't need a new pool area, fitness 
area, clubhouse.  If it's not broken, don't fix it.
I was asked to rank items, and some of them I did not want to see done at all.  Couldn't 
really indicate that in the survey.  For example, don't see value in getting more cameras for 
back courts.  Tried to leave some of the rankings blank if I was against the ideas, but the 

 survey wouldn't let me do that.  
Also, moving the stairwell is a big deal.  It all depends on the architect's plan.  Moving admin 
offices to upstairs may be problematic, but I am definitely in favor of opening up the main 
area.

 i think the club does a good job.
How about a machine that simulates serving?

while Mauricio is a good cook it is my understanding he is handcuffed on being able to offer 
other/better food choices (think for instance rafael racket club) maybe it is the older 
demographic of the club that doesn't want something beyond a turkey sandwich or iceberg 

 lettuce salad. 
I eat there because there is a food minimum, there is absolutely no creativity with the food 

 choices
It is also a tennis club and that is where I would like to see the majority of the money spent 
 

 Please don't try to be a fitness club, it will only come up short
 while re-arranging the interior of the club might be nice it also comes with a high price tag

I want tennis to be the focus
Thanks for initiating the survey.  Generally my experiences at MTC have been great.
Overall, I really enjoy the club and think the staff & volunteer members do a fantastic job. 
Thank you for your time!

64. If you have any final suggestions or comments regarding the Club (including comments about 



The Club is very well managed - and cared for - be cautious about major investments - to 
increase membership dues/add assessments to current dues does not make good business 
sense at this time. Maintaining the courts is primary - that is why people join - the social part 
of the Club is an extra - it is not priority - the Staff is outstanding, and the consistency of how 
the grounds are maintained, the Club house and the bathrooms is excellent.
Thank you for doing this survey.  Please change the color of the floor in the dining area, 

 specially if you are thinking in removing the carpet.  Green is not a neutral color.
Thanks!
1.  Would be nice to have smaller white towels in women's locker room vs only the large 

 green towel. 
2. Would be nice to have smaller plastic bag in women's locker room vs the large blue 

 plastic bags. ( wasteful) 
 3.  Reinforce or remind members to sign for drinks, snacks, etc 

4.  Members should not be bringing non members on a regular basis ( eating, drinking and in 
 sauna). 

5.  Need new, central ice dispenser, where there is no hands, beer bottles, wine nor scooper,
touches the ice cube.  " for bags" or " for drinks" ice gets cross contaminated.
I think the club gets most things right and deserves a lot of credit for it.  MTC isn't, and 
shouldn't be, a flashy club; instead, its a tennis-centric club with few luxuries but most 
everything you need in good, clean working order.  I think the emphasis of the club should 
continue to be on keeping monthly dues at a reasonable level with occasional capital 
projects for improvements that enhance the tennis experience during the core hours in 
which players are already playing.  Please consider the idea of integrating our excellent 
teaching staff in more with our USTA teams, running clinics or other group drills for higher 
level players in an attempt to improve the teams while concomitantly building more of a 
sense of community.  Also consider (if we don't do this already) term limits on team 
captains, as many teams seem to have ossified into one captain and their buddies taking up 
all of the team spots.

 would like less USTA activity more social.
 

 Do not want all cement floor.
 

Do not like furniture--we should have been asked before it was purchased--not comfortable--
 looks like it  belongs in a nail salon.

 

 Work on court surface might be OK--cost?  
 

 Pickle ball courts OK
 

A separate place for the ball machine is a very good idea.
The survey required me to use different rankings for some choices I had no interest in, ie: I 
would have ranked some choices of the same question at "10" (no interest) if I had that 
option.



I think the finance committee/Board should look at the practice of raising our dues every 
 year.

 Why?  During the non-inflation time (2008 and on)
 the club continued to raise dues.

Why not ask members if they would like a financial focus to be on developing a budget that 
 does not call for raising dues each year?

I believe some of the improvements have been spectacular, and others appeared to me to 
be undertaken just because there was money to have a project.
I use the club only to play tennis. Social and decorative amenities are not important to me. I 
would not be in favor of extensive and/or costly remodeling of the club for the purpose of 
improving the social and/or decorative aspects of the club.
Our General Manager's salary should be increased to a level which recognizes his value to 

 our club.  
A viewing area on the second level of the club above court # 2 (i.e., a deck) would be a 
popular addition to the physical plant.
As to the "House and Grounds" portion of 8 questions it is very presumptuous that the 
membership wants or has approved the idea of any of the 8 projects to ask for a priority 
rating!
This survey should be anonymous-- hard to be truthful and up front about things when your 

 name is attached to negative comments
 Survey should shorter-- perhaps individual committee surveys.

Maintenance staffing and issues should have been discussed.
Put sunscreen in pump bottles in all of the bathrooms.  How much can this cost when you 

 purchase it in bulk?  It's a safety thing and most other clubs do it!
The mens locker room is in serious need of a remodel--the grungy carpeting, moldy 
showers, claustrophobic toilet stalls, dingy old lockers...its an embarrassment and nearly all 
of the men use it as much as the tennis courts.  It's the second worst mens locker room I 
have seen at the various tennis clubs in Marin.  Its should be clean and stylish without being 
too sterile looking like a gym locker room.
Thanks for doing this survey
MTC is still a great club with great courts
Great survey format and would be interested in disclosing some of the key findings prior to 
proceeding with any projects.

 Great job!  Thanks for asking.
I would continue to monitor the use of the club by teachers, school teams, and other 
functions to limit negative impact on tennis play.  Pretty good job so far--but possibility of 
issues if not monitored.
I assume that the detailed results will be published on the clubs web site???
stay the course.  continue incremental improvements until a clear case for assessment is 

 needed (not opposed...just need to build the case)
 keep court maintenance and lights a priority..its what brings folks in

keep working the kitchen.. keep losses to a reasonable level, improve offerings and time of 
 service to meet evening gang

keep up good work...
Perhaps an explantion of benefits for members loaning club money...ballpark rates.
I think there are some committees (House and Grounds come to mind) where some 
members remain on the committee for years and tend to think of the committee as "their" 

 fiefdom  and new members have little chance of fully participating.  
     Also think their are several employees, long term and recent, who definitely do not carry 
out their responsibilities.  One socializes far  more than necessary , and one does exactly 
what he has to and nothing more.  In my business they would be long gone.



Please stop members from bumping players when there are open courts.  Even though the 
bumping members allow the extra 15 minutes, it is rude and unnecessary to behave like 
that.  The courts are pretty much all the same and bumping with open courts should be 
banned.
A significant focus needs to be placed on reducing the cafe losses. This area of the club is 
not well managed by current staff. Member run task forces are not very effective because 
there is no staff buy-in. If this area was improved, we wouldn't be talking about member 
assessments. Incentives or disincentives should be in place to correct the complacency of 
the staff.
Even though I am a junior and don't use the club like 99% of the other members, I like the 

 improvements that were done and the social aspect of it.
Maybe one day, when our finances improve, my family will join me again so I have a 
dedicated person to play with and don't have to hope to find another teen or adult who'd play 
with me.
WOULD LIKE TO SEE "NEW FURNITURE" REPLACED WITH MORE COMFORTABLE 
CHAIRS AND PEDESTAL TABLES.  REMOVE THE SOFA AND REPLACE WITH TABLES 

 AND CHAIRS.
POOL LOCKER ROOM WITH ONE 'UNISEX" BATHROOM IS OUT OF THE QUESTION.  
MUST HAVE AT LEAST TWO.  MUST ACCOMMODATE CHILDREN AND ADULT POOL 
USERS.  MUST HAVE ENOUGH ROOM TO BE ABLE TO CHANGE CLOTHES AND 
ASSIST CHILDREN
I am all for a clubhouse redo, moving the staircase, etc, but do not look favorably upon 
moving the GM office upstairs.  As it is, Chris Ventris squirrels himself away in his current 
office and a move upstairs would make for an untenable and inconvenient situation for all 

 parties.  
As it is, Chris is often needed on the spot as situations arise convenient to members, 
prospective members, employees, vendors, etc including the unexpected emergency 
situation.  Interruptions are part of the GM's job as needed and close proximity to all 

 constituents are unfortunately required.
MTC is not a large corporation with layers of staff allowing for a GM to be out of sight holed 
up elsewhere .......like upstairs.
Sometimes there are too many league matches going on. We should restrict it to a 
reasonable number and only on specific days.
The survey is too long!
Took too long to complete
Many THANKS to all the committee & board members @ MTC for all their hard work in 
putting together this very comprehensive survey. Well done!!
Seriously do not like the new furniture or the flooring that was put in.  I have not heard one 

 member say they liked it.
The eating area is uncomfortable.  Chairs hard and very uncomfortable.  The front area 

 looks like someones living room.  It does not go with the architecture of the building.
If the club wants to encourage members to eat at the Cafe... then the furniture should be 
more comfortable.  And that tall table.. no one wants to sit there.
I would venture to say that the percentage of members who like that furniture is in the 
minority.
Good survey
I like the pool restrooms the way they are; they bring back memories of childhood summer 
camps in the New England mountains.



This is a well executed survey, however there was no room to address the recent purchase 
of furniture .  The chairs and tables do not lend themselves comfortably to the current 
structure of the room.  The large dining table is comfortable, burt small tables with awkward 
chairs do not allow passing room and are too close to one another.  Probably should have 
allowed more member participation in this process than was afforded.
While this may seem trivial, I would like to see more Friday special spaghetti made.  There 

 are several times when it sells out by 11:30A.
 If there are leftovers, I'm sure it would sell just as well the next day.

At a cost of $9.00, this is a money maker.  Why not make more??
Please post, in a newsletter and on a small sign on the kitchen counter, a notice about the 
newspapers.  For example,
Surveys are only worthwhile when results are acted on. Also, this survey had limited choices 
for answers where the questions were irrelevant to me.
Thank you Chris and MTC
Please, please, please make the pool house a workout area!! .  I'd be more than happy to 
transfer my monthly gym (SFfitness) fee to MTC ð    '
(I have several friends that would love to join MTC, but their husbands/significant others, 

 need a gym.  Two memberships is cost prohibitive.)
Pretty please! ð  ~

Thanks to those who designed and prepared this survey.  It is well done and I appreciate the 
opportunity to express my opinions here regarding "The Best Tennis Club in Marin"!

 thank to all who created this survey...
I hope it provides appropriate guidance.
You didn't mention wood floor as a partial option.
Thank you.  We enjoy MTC, wonderful staff, fine management and well-maintained 
facilities.
Improve the lighting over the sinks in the men's locker room.  Install a ventilation fan in the 
in the toilets.
Thanks for reaching out to members.  the biggest concern I have is the lack of transparency 
of the cost of projects that are initiated.  While prioritization is important, the cost should be 
considered.  there should be some sort of general operating budget for standard projects 
managed by the committees and board, but more transparency of the cost of larger projects 
to prioritize over the long run.  For example, if there is an important but more expensive 
project that supports the primary purpose of the club (tennis), other smaller projects perhaps 
should be deferred to avoid assessments.  That is, just like all business and personal 
finances, if there are some large and important expenses coming beyond the current year, 
perhaps some saving in the current year might be prudent, rather than just spending based 
on some historic annual budget.

 What are the club values?
 What do we mean by the best club in Marin?

How do we reduce our dependency on USTA for our membership involvement in great 
 tennis?

 How do we engage our members in membership retention and recruitment?
Might we consider an on line newsletter filled with news and photos chronicling life at 

 MTC?
 What are we doing for a Junior Program?

Thank you for surveying .



Not in favor of any more raise in monthly dues  (already pay more than enough for a single 
membership - in comparison to couples or family).   Not particularly in favor of any 

 assessments to add to monthly bill.
Allow Senior womens teams to play earlier than 1pm, say around 11a.m. as other clubs do.
Replant the large plant in the corner of the front deck that prohibits viewing the match on 
court eight  from a large portion of the deck.  Keep most of those plantings low so that the 

 viewing area is maintained.  
Remove the tree from the dining area...glad to see a question on the survery about this!
I think the survey should be anonymous.  Members should feel free to state their opinions 
without concern over who might read them and what reaction that might cause.
Rules that are created by the tennis committee should be followed.  Right now you have a 
situation where no one wants to be the "whistle blower" on people not following the rules.  
Someone on the TC or board needs to oversee the teams and take exception when rules 

 are not followed.
Member input should be heavily factored in when decisions are made regarding capital 

 improvements.
The attempt to create evening food and beverage service has been going on for several 
years now with little or no progress. It gets passed on from committee to committee with no 
implementation. We need to move forward on this!
1. As the proportion of seniors increases, the injury rate will also increase. I'd like to see a 

 rethinking of the rather rigid Injured Reserve
provisions to permit recuperating members to return to full membership status earlier than 6 

 months if their recovery permits.
2. Given the importance of maintaining the morale of our superior staff, I think particular 
effort should be exerted to assure their pay,benefits and Holiday bonuses are generous and 

 competitive.
3. Some consideration of a age and tenure fee reduction should be considered - particularly 

 if new members are eligible for more favorable pricing.
4. If the goal is to make the kitchen financially self-sufficient, I would prefer that quality and 
service be the priority.
MTC Survey was a first and a very good idea. It should help the club in the future.
The club has a lot of large capital expenditure needs.  These need to be prioritized.  An 

 assessment at some point seems inevitable.  
We need to figure out why so many people leave the club each year and what we can do to 
slightly increase our membership each year.

 Play 65+ WOMEN  in the AM
 2nd

 play 55+ WOMEN   in the AM  
 3rd

play 45+ WOMEN   in the AM
Unfortunately I think my lack of participation in any events make my responses of little 

 strength.
 I do think of the club looking good and well run.

 Thank you for allowing me to participate.
Bob Dawson
Lights most important in back!
I would like there to be an online place on the website for people to indicate their desire to 
play tennis THAT DAY to see if people can play instead of individual emails to tons of 
people.



It's a great club.  To make it better, I think we should focus on the tennis areas first.  My 
priorities overall for the club are 1) better lights on the remaining 7 courts, 2) more lights for 
courts 4-7, 3) improved surface for comfort and speed consistency.

Leadership has to be very cautious with regarding to raising the club's debt.   Membership 
dues are the majority of our income stream.   That is dependent on factors such as the state 
of the economy, fads in sports, and member commitment to the club's longevity.   If  
initiation dues were 10,000 per member or more, members might be more interested in 
'sticking' with the club.   As it is, with minimal financial cost, members are more likely to quit 
rather than see the club through difficult times.   As such, the ability of the club to come 
through difficult times demands as low a debt load as is possible.   I know the leadership is 
pushed to balance the need for facilities that are competitive with other clubs with this 
question of debt.    I urge the Board to go the route of short term assessments rather than 
longer term debt.   Letting the current membership make decisions for the future is bad 
policy.   The Board has to make those decisions based on it's outlook for the future.

 I think MTC is the best in Marin.
 I think it is well managed

 I like the member ownership and participation.
 We need to involve more, generally long-time, members in non-tennis activities.

 We need to expand social and viewing space.
 We can do more county-wide events.

 Need to improve food service/ options, especially weekends and evenings.
Cement floor is hard for dancing.  Consider changing all floors, over time, to hardwood, such 
as bamboo.  It is more durable than carpet and no more expensive, having installed it many 

 times in my homes.
Increase utilization of upstairs area.  Extend flooring to windows over foyer area to create 

 social space and better viewing of playing during tournaments.
Add member pictures to directory.  It would not be expensive.  For whatever reason there is 
a directory, it would be much, much more functional with pix.  Many people don't carry 
computers/Smartphones, but do keep physical director handy.
Many so-called current and proposed "improvements" in the MTC club in recent years are 
excessive and ill-advised construction and remodel expenditures that increase member 
monthly dues with little or no benefit. For example, it is not cost effective to remodel the 
office, unnecessary to remove landscaping to create unneeded additional viewing areas, the 
new concrete floor and new furniture was a poor design choice, current location of staircase 
maintains clubhouse design,tree adds beauty to clubhouse interior design etc.  Member 
dues should be spent on truly needed improvement projects such as better gym situation, 
more pleasant pool locker rooms, nice furniture and carpeting for the MTC clubhouse, 
maintaining court surfaces and court fencing at higher maintenance levels,etc.

My major point of dissatisfaction with the club is that the club allows certain people to 
continue to serve on committees even when some of these people have clear conflicts of 
interest and even when some of these people resort to bullying other club members who 
they dislike or who may disagree with them  People serving on the committees should not 
be allowed to serve when they abuse their power and use it to alienate certain people at the 
club.  Committee members should be required to act appropriately and should be removed 
from the committee when their behavior falls short of what is acceptable.  Also, people 
participating in tournaments at the club should not be allowed to participate in seeding and 
draws in the categories they are participating in to avoid clear conflicts of interest.
This has been a very comprehensive survey.



Allow an earlier start time for matches involving Senior members, so we are not always 
 playing in the worst heat of the day.  

There are some of the major projects that I would have given equal votes had that been an 
 option.  Namely, I would NOT:

 - Remodel the clubhouse to move the office upstairs without seeing tremendous value in 
 the new design.

 - Remodel the Men's Locker Room to add a Unisex bathroom and more storage.
Survey too long.
I would like to know if members approve a certain level of expenditure and other levels not.    
It is hard to prioritize what items I might like to have at the club without knowing their costs, 
and consequently the future costs to members.  Is there an amount that the general 
membership has to approve??
No

 I hope your time and that of the members who participated has been well spent.
 It seemed too detailed to extract any plausible information.

 Do what is necessary for the tennis activity and keep the costs as reasonable as possible.
 The main point is good tennis, pleasant atmosphere without going overboard on projects.

KISS....(keep it simple stupid)
Great survey - well designed - kudos to desingers
?

 People should use court  towels only  to wipe the face
Not to clean the tennis courts .

I think you have not described the Twi-light league correctly. I played last year at another 
club. the cost was $15. per player. the 6.5 league had 8 teams. Each match consisted of 1 
mens, 1 womens and 2 mixed. We played 8 regular matches plus 3 play-off matches. Do 
the math: 27.50 for 2 usta matches or 15.00 for 6 twi-lite. I think someone needs to verify 
the info. The team that won the league was assisted with many MTC players.
I did not like having to prioritize each and every item from 1 to 8 I think it was regarding pool 
house, men's locker room, etc....as I would have listed most all LOW.  This also occurred in 
another section, as I recall.


